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I

Holland City News.

_

HOLLAND,

VOL. XI.-NO.2o.

She

vrEENGS, D.

(gitjj

R., Drug Store. Fine Drngs, Medicines. Fancy Goods, Toilet Articles and Perr'lmArias. River street.

ivl

geutf.

weeklyjSwspaper.

a

HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
OFFICE: VAN LANDEOEND’S BLOCK.

/

iness.

Druggist & Pharmacist; a Beans, bushel ............... 2
full stock of goods appertaining to the busButter, |1 lb ....................

pedestrian on Gratiot avenu*,

Editor and PiMither.

Terms of Subscription:

Qiasral Ssalin.

lie was too proud to beg, but
zen would give him

show him

red

V

17 00
................. 25 00

25 00
40 00

.....

|

OCOTT HOTEL. Wm.

O

Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths publishedwhutont charge for subscribers.

t£r

All advertising bills collecuble quarterly.

class.

YORK.

Taking Effect, Sunday Jan.

I

you

fun.

If I

ever

git

never laff.”

this is

you come down

CathoHcon.” We have

When

something new.

to the grocery of an

I

home

vhas

I told

likes to

try

bapers.”

in practice

Eighth and Fish Street. All kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

I/'UITE.J.,Dealer

in all kinds of meats and
vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.

IV

whom at
New

by many

least is well

physicians, one of

known

you

I vhas not a funny

echmoke

und

read 'der

man.

I

Have yon Ever
Known any person to be seriously

“Und

vhill

10 cents go further than $1.”

p.m. a. m.

From Chicago
to Holland.

TOWNS.

m.

a.

Mix- Nt'l
ed. Exp.

Mall.

p.m. a. m.

a.

m.

“Und

20 i 1 50 ....Holland ..... 3 25 8 00 5 15

+10-20 9

40 10 10 12 06 East Saugatuck 3 05 7 35 5 00

10
10

55 10 40 1 2 20 ....Richmond...

12

00 12 15

12

25 12 50 1 10

1

2 55 7 20 4 45

55 ..Qd. Junction.. 2 15 5 45 3 55
.....

Bangor. ...

2

205

0 2 45

380

...St.

Joseph...12 40 8 05 2 00

0 00 3 50 ..New Buffalo..11 40 1 00 11 55

Machinery,
V AN RAALTE,

B. dealer in Farm Implements
cor. River and Ninth Street

and

YITYLMS,

P. H. Manufacturerof Wooden, and
Iron and Wood combinationPumps. Cor10th and River streets.

TV

Notary Public:.

OTEGENQA, A. P., Justice of the Peace and
Notary Public. Conveyancing done at ihort
notice. Office at bis residence New Holland,

0

Michigan.

9-ly

m.

p.

m.

IYEST, R.

B..

Physicianand Surgeon, can be

13

found in his office, on River street, next door
On Saturday night the Night express north runs to D. R. Meengs.drug store, on Tuesdays, Thursearlier,leaving Chicago 5 15 p. m., arriving
arrlvii at days, and Saturdayi, and the balance of the week
Holland 2:20 Sunday morning.
he will treat the Eye and Ear at No. 132 Monroe
st., Grand Rapids,
6-ly

Mich.

GRAND RAPIDS BRANCH.

five cents goes petter ash a

attend to ••calls."

the

cured by Eilert’s Extract of Tar and Wild

arising from teething or other causes.

Holland

2

the Night Express leaves
:30 and arrivesin Grand Rapids 4 :10 a. m.

street.

_
m.

MUSKEGON BRANCH.

PhJDpiphir.

From Holland to
Moskagon.
a.m. p.m. a. m.

egoi
to Holland.

p.m. a.m. p.m.

TTIGGINS,

JJL

30 8 25 11 45 ....Holland. ... 8 25 10 45 +9 40

+5

600

12 15 ...West Oil re..
20

.

3 00 10 05

.

lery

B. P. the leading Photographer,
Galopposite this office.

25

9

t....

6 33 4 15 12 40 ..GrandHaven..

5

2 40 9 10 8 40

6 50 4 20 12 50 ...Ferrysburg... 2 30 9 00 8 35
7 20 4 50 1 20 ... Muskegon... 2 06 8 15
tu. p.

m.

p.

m.

to

p.

800

m. a. m. p.m.

ALLEGAN BRANCH.

Allegan.

From Holland
m.

a.

p.

m.

From Allegan to
Holland.
a.m. p. m.
11 45 •5 45

45

8 25

11 15

8 49

11 20

5 10

11 35

4 00

11 07

4 55

•10

1 00

4 15

10 58

4 15

articles deal of persons

over the world.

And

solitary

“Well, I'll take that,” said Dumas; “I
at least five, but It’ll

be hard if

I

can’t scrape together the other four”

hand warmly
when she

pressing the lady's

my

pickles,

some

and

as I've just

I've put aside a jar for

been making
you.”

“Oh thank you ever so much.

now.”
“No; I’ll let

it

I'll take

the servant girl carry

it

to

bad Just
borrowed from her mistress.— Wats York
he hands her the louis he

World.
wu

...

the Lemon.

A man recentlyfell down on Warren
He was a large individual,and

street.

a

took up lots of the sidewalk, and
it

by-

the proper time to be

“How

folk can pick out a cool corner, when they

did you come to fall?” he

in-

and go from Norway to Turkey, quired. “On a

find one,

from Egypt

“Yes

Lake George, without any

to

sir;

bit of lemon—"
on obit of lemon,” replied

of the worry and inconvenience of boats the corpulent one.
and trains, of stages, sledges,or camels. ‘iBut I see no lemon,” replied the funny
Then, with “A Visit to the
Sir Walter Scott,” are

Home

of

man.
“Well, who said you could?” savagely

a number of new

views of Abbotsford,engraved

he got up

roared the large individual as

the appetite,give a smooth glossy coat, from a photograph.* Paul Fort’s story and dusted himself off with his hankeraud keeps the animal in good condition. “The Mysterious Barrel,” contains some chief: “Can any one see the lemon in
All druggists sell

capital yarns

it.

THE REV. GEO.

H.

THAYER,

of Bourbon,

by an old sea captain,
Saw the Tower of

“How

a Hoosler Boy

Pisa,”

is

half-a-dozen cocktails,say?”—

What

not only interestingund exciting,

a Former IsnliA

Sail

“I sufferedfor years from su exhaustive
but true.

CATARRH KEMEDY-a

SHILOH'S
positive
euro for Catarrh, Diphtheriaand Canker Month.
Sold by D. R. Meengs.

Then come the

usual “Departments,”

weakness, and was fast approaching con-

sumption. I
roatrue grave

felt that insanity and

was

a

pre-

inevitable; but thank

to Brown’s Iron Bitters,I

am

again

re

stored to perfect health of mind and body.”
If

you

too are ill,

may

not this

remedy

restoreyonr health?

and the Agassiz Association reports “great
The French Government baa purchased
0. F.
progresB.”
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
for $16,000 the library of Marietta Bey, tbe
" HACKMETACK,"a laatingandfragrant perof Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd fame. Price 25 and 50 centa. Sold by D. R,
great Egyptologist.
Fellows Hall, Holland,Mlch. , on Tuesday Evening Meengs.

k

I. 0.

of each week
Visiting brothers arecordlsllvinvlled.
Taos. McMastbb, N. G.
William Bomoabtil, K. 8.

r. k a. x.

Tbb Hercules Powder

is

still

doing

its

work of inoihilttioD.Orders ire coming

The

first midsummer

holiday number

8HILf)H’8 CURB WILL Immediately relieve
of the Century Magazine— ihe first under
Cronp, Whooping cough and Bronchitis.Sold by
D. R. Meengs.
the new name— makes a strong appeal to

Schiller undoubtedlyrank*
genius of

Germany. Equally

as the great

celebrated

FOR DYSPEPSIA and Liver Complaint,yon
have a printed guarantee on every bottle of
Shiloh's Vltailxer. It never Ikila to cure. Sold by
D. R. Meenga.

popular favor, both with the excellence of aa poet, philosopher and historiao,he ea-

ness of

its

A NASAL INJECTOR free with each bottle of
Shlloh'a Catarrh Remedy. Price 50 centa. Sold
by D. R, Meenga.

trait of

Richard Wagner, engraved In a unequivocal Impreai of a matter mind.

its

illustration

and the

interest

and

tlmeli* essayed every species of literarycomposi-

text. The frontispieceis a por-

tion and excelled la all.

HU worka bear tbe

most charming and delicate style, by Mr. Their effect on the thoughts and hearu of
Cole, of whom the public has come to ex- hU countrymen has been deep and luting

Permit No Subetitntlonpect only the best of work. An Interest- and by the common content of nations he
IniUtupon obtaining Floreatou Cologne. ing paper, by Mr. John R. G. Hassard, oocnptaf a distinguUbed place among

permanence tbe well-known musical critic of the New those exalted men, the chosen of ail ages
York Tribune tells “How Wagner whose mental vUion hu “pierced superior
AUomyi.
blasting stomps tod stones. It's a sure
makes Operas,” an exposition which comes worlds and looked all nature through.”
For bill heads, note heads, letter heads,
HOWARD,MbD., ^Clalm A^ent, Attorneyand go. R. Kanters & Sons sre the agents for
Ottawa, Allegan, Kent and Mnskegon tags, envelopes; and all kinds Job printing appropriately before the approachingWag- Without iostitotiog or reviving comin the Holand and English languagego to ner festival at Beyreutb. “The Personal parisons between this gifted poet and our
16-tf
YfOBRIDK, A CARROLL, Attorneys at Law,
the News Office.
History of Garibaldi”is succinctlytold own immortal Shakespeare, we may at
Jl Leppig’s Block, Grand Rapids, Michigan.
in for it from til parts of the Btate, for

It is pre-eminently raperior In

and rich delicacy

of fragrance.

Counties.

to.

Badness in Kent, Ottawa and Allegan Counties
be promptly attended
9-ly

will

T>ARKS, W.

1

H. Attorney and Councelorat
corner of River and Eighth streets.

Law,

CoamliitaKtrduat.

TYEACH, W. H. Commission Merchant, and

D

dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick
store cor Eighth A Fish streets,Holland, Mich. 17

Dnfs aad Ksdloiass.

rvOESBURG. J. O.

Dealer In Drags and Medlclues, Pslnts and oils, Brashes,Ac. Physiciansprescriptions carefullyput up. Eighth st.

U

Take

Notiee*

Please take notice that I, the under*

Important to TraTiIin.
Special inducements are offered you by

by

Mrs. Blanciardi and there is

trait of

him in his vigor, which

a

por-

tallies

least fairly claim for

the

ume

scroll

of

him an enrollmenton

'Fame,

u

a sublime

signed, have on hand a large stock of the Burlington Route. It will pay you to with tbe boldness of bis exploits.The genius, and a kindred spirit. HU “HisPilsner Lager Beer, made by myself from read their advertisementto be found else* sporting article is “Steam-yachting in tory of the Thirty Year’sWar in Germany,
the best malt and hop. My Beer can be where in this
52— ly. in America,” by S. G. W. Benjamin, au- hu just been issued by The Useful Knowthor of “The Evolution of the Americao ledge Publishing Company, of New Yqrk,
found at the saloons of £. J. Sutton and
Ladies’ wishing stsmping done for Em* Yacht,” in the last number. “The New in a very beautiful Elzevir volume of 518
R. A. Hoot. Private partiesand families
supplied with Beer promptly, and on short broidery, Braiding, Chains, or Kensington North west,” the first of a series which is page*, which U aold forjtbe remarkably
stitch can have it done by calling at the
to treat of the region along tbe railway low price of 42 cents io cloth binding, and
ANTON SEIF,
Photograph Gallery of
from Fargo to the Cascades of tbe Colum- 57 cents In half Russia, red edges. For
Prop, of Holland Brewery.
B. P. HIGGINS,

Issoe.

notice.
Holland, May

24,

1882.

16—

8w

.

the stay-at-home funny.

Mich.

JMtie*.

her one

domesticexpeoses.

and things all stander thought

Among those who contribute poems and
miserableby Indigestion,
Constipation, Dixzlness, Loss of Appetite, Yellow verses are Celia Thaxter, Joel Stacy, and
YXTYKDUYSEN, H., dealer in Watches,Clocks. Skin? Shiloh'sViullxer is a positive cure. Sold MargaretJohnson. And there are pictures
TV Jewelry and Spectacles, cor. Ninth and by D. R. Meengs.
Cedar streets, Holland,
24-ly.
by Blum, G. F. Barnes, Church, Edwards,
WHY WILL YOU cough when Shiloh’s Cure
will give Immediate relief. Price 10 eta. 50 cts.
Beard, Hopkins, Cocks, Jessie McDermott,
and $1. Bold by D. R. Meengs.
and others.

A RieuLABCommunicationof Unity Lod«k.
12 45
440
10 30 8 80
No. 191, F. A A. M.. wtllbe heldat Masonic Hall
p.m. p.m.
a. m. p.m.
Holland,Mich., on Wednesday evening,
W,at7j'clock, sharp.
• Mixed trains.
H. C. Matbad, W.M.
t Rons dally,all other trains dally except SunD. L. Boyd, flae’v.
day. All trains ran by Chicago time.

iustofiM Ditertunj.

and

ARE YOU MADE

and EUthth Street.
12

louis for

It

vents disease, purifies the blood, improves interior

REYMAN, OTTO Watchmaker, Jeweler, and Meengs.
dealer in Fancy Goods ; Corner of M arket

13

...Bushkill ....

pre

Ind., iay»: '“Both mywlf and wife owe onr Uvea to
Shiloh’s ConsamptlonCare." Sold by D. R.

Wstoku sad Jswilry.
1>

12

Uncle Sam’s Condition Powder

Vf ANTING, A. G., Physician and Surgeon;
ivl office at GraafrchapVillage,Allegancounty,
Mich. Officehoars from 12 to 2 p.
26-ly.

taking the key of his cash box

or five places,or perhaps only a very short

Cherry. It is especiallyprepared for distance, and some people cun not get
Bronchial Complaints. Thousands who away till next year.
So, St. Nicholas has made the Abgust
have tried it now live to testify of its
issue
a great travel Dumber, Its stories
merits— give it an immediate trial, ^ou will

F. J., Physicianand Acconcher. Sold by all druggists at 25 cts. a bottle.
Office at Dr. Schonteu’sdrug store. Eighth
4U ly.

0

out,

with him, and leaving

And

first

OCHOUTEN,

On Sundav morning

“Vhell, you shust consideryou haf all

August is the great travelingmonth. In
August
everybody want to go to four
relieved and
in

0

6 35 10 30 4 20 ..Grand Rapid:.. 10 45 6 35 8 45
a. m. a. m. p. m.
a. m. a. m. p. m.

gone

dime ?” called him back.
“Oh M. Dumas, I know you are found of

person wilh a Cough, Cold, or any

m.

15 10 00 4 05 ....Qrandville...
11 80 7 10 9 05

Mme. Meurice
who had

home, but not her husband,

at

green '."—DetroitFree Free*.

Any

IT RBMERS.H., Physician and Surgeon. RealFrom Holland to
From Grd. Rapids
I\. deuce on Ninth street, near the cor. of Mar- be surprised at the result.
Grand Rapids.
to Holland.
ket street Office one door west of Van Raallo's
a m. a.m. p. m.
a. m.
m. p.m. boot and shoe store. Office hours from 8 a. m. to
Children have health and Mothers rest
520 *8 15 3 25 ....Holland..... 11 45 *9 10 +1010 12 m„ and from 6 p. m. to 8 p.
50- ly
when Dr. Wlnchell’s Teething Syrup is
5 85 9 40 8 35 ....Zeeland ..... 11 35 8 40 9 55 QUUIPHORST, L. Physician and Surgeon;
used. It produces natural sleep, regulates
office at the drug store of Schoutcn A Scbe5 57 9 20 3 52 .. Hudson vllle... 11 15 7 40 9 25 pers; is prepared at all limes, day or night, to the bowels, cures dysenteryand diarrhoea
6

Making his way promptly to the bouse

rich and pure,

stage of Consumption will be

9 10
a.

makes the blood

Bronchial Complaint or even

Phyilclau.
T 80
5 50 ....Chicago..... 9 00
a. m. p. m. p. m.
a. m.

purse.

and der notings efer was und you vhill be in
your cab.”
slrengihcns even- part of tne system. See Chicago to morrow! Gif my love to dot dyDumas regains the vehicle,followed by
ing sister,und tell her dot you saw me well.
other column.
the maid, who deposits the precious jar on
You’d petter git some express wagons to
Uncle Sam’s Nerve and Bone Liniment
the scat beside him. ”
draw dose nickels down to der railroad^
is for man and beast and is a halm for
“Thanks, puss,” says the novelist,with
und you look a lecdle out for some Dutchevery wound. Sold by all druggists.
a paternal chuck of the chin; “hero, take
mans who has peen eating grass und vhas
40- tf.
this for your trouble.”

of Ptugger Mill*; (Steam Saw and Flour organs,
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

00 5 15 3 85

50 3 10 2 30 .BentonHarbor. 12 50 3 15 2 10

1

i

tbe dinner-hour

bis pocket and
found it empty. He bad forgotten his

Aud

“That’s the ratio.”
without a week stomach or inactive liver
H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
“Und notings at all goes petter ash 5
and Smoked Meals and Vegetables; paper or kidneys? And when these organs are
and twine; 8th street.
cents?”
in good condition do you not find their
X
“l-I-I think it doas.”
' Xaaufaotorlii,Xllli, Sfcopi, Xtopossesor enjoying good health? Parker’s

PAUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors Ginger Tonic regulates these important

as'

felt io

he was about to take his leave,

V

From Holland
to Chicago.
Nl't MixMail.
Exp. ed.

approched,Dumas

she do it?”

“She will.”
ill

Dumas; Pert, and the Pickle Jar.

wanted

make

“ To

D.’

light verse of the kind

of Paul Meurice, ho found

dricks?”

47— ly.

by Frank

Cobuette,”

has recently attracted attention.

morning

ITANDERHAAR,

1882.

isa“Ba)adof a
Sherman, whose

Once upon a time,

am

to the people

Bedford.

of

its

Director.” The other departments are

on

“But you could have a little fun with

worth, and we

the

is

on “Tbe Metropolitan Museum and

,
down.

in your neighbors.”

recommend the afflicted to
it. This remedy differs from quack

The chief featureof the departments

der sheps al der eafniugs."

“

H., Edith

even-

you—”

‘T doan’ come

ils

H.

are T. W. Parsons,

and John Vance Cheney.

iv

IbUTKAU, Wm. New Meat Market,near corner

15,

mil der poys”

lots of fun,

Hotel.
13

Chicago & West Michigan Railway.

some shokes

ing

number

editorialarticle of nearly ten pages length

“Well, I don’t want to beg, and I
J., Livery and Boarding
stable. Fine rigs and good horses cun al- It is prepared by a regular physician; 2d. offeringyou the trick very low in order to
ways be relied on. On Fish street, near Scott's It is not recommended for all diseases,
get home and see my sister die. Have you
33-tf
but only for a particular class, peculiar to a dying sister?”
VTIBBELINK,J. U., Livery and Sale Stable;
Ninth street, near Market.
females; 8d. It is recommendedand used
“I doan' expect I have. Vhas ish dot
Xiat Xarkitt.

ftoil $oiulsi.

and

nostrums in the following respects:1st.

TJAVERKATB,G.

THIS PAPERr*errSo“'.e*N^:
paper AdvertisingBureau (10 Spruce St.), where
advertising contracts may be made for it in NEW

on the boys,

a

Xl.

that no paper will be continued after date.

Dinah Mor-

shorter than usual. In tbe “Brlc-a-Brac”

“Yes, but

our posession indisputable evidence of

l>UONK H„ Livery and Sale Stable. Office
13 audharnonMarket street. Everythingfirst-

An X before the Subscriber's name will donote
the expiration of the Subscription.
Two XX signifies

off

IWititmal

Llvtrr and Salt Sublet.,

it

“I vhas no handt for

J.

chisi’s Uterine

Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
$2.00 per annum,

Elizabeth Evans, which conclusively identify her with the character of

Besides Robert Grant, the poets of (he

know.”

We

lines,

reminiscences of George Eliot’s aunt, Mrs.

dollars.

ten cents go further than

“Yes, but you can have

Mich.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.

make

make ten dollars a day.”
“My frendt, I nefer blays

Scott, proprietor.
This hotel is located on the cor. of Ninth and
call the attention of ladies to the
Fish sirs., convenient to both depots. Terms,
$1.00 per day. Good accommodations can always
advertisement
in this paper of “Dr. Marbe relied on. Holland,
(8-ly

40 00
65 00

1

Noah Brooks, with the piquant title
Phantom Sailor;” by an agreeably unseasonable and poetic sketch of “A Snowstorm,” by John Burroughs,aud by some

M. Thomas, Austin Dobson, H. C. Bunner

dollar. You can play

1

............

worth five

a trick

“It is to

Mich.

X1 **
”

serials, by a short sea-coast story,

a quarter he would

citizen.

M

2
3 "

the citi

“Vhas lih dot drickf’ queried the

G,, General Dealers,in Dry Wheat, white $1 bushel ............
** .............
Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Lancaster Red, V bushel ____
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River st.
paid at six month*.
Corn, shelled |1 bushel ............
Oats, V bushel ...................... , fit
Eotili.
Buckwheat, fl bushel .............
Bran. A 100 lbs ....................
TQB PRINTING PtoidUf
Nsatly Elected
pITY HOTEL. Mrs. J. Meyers A Sons, Pro- Feed,
ton ......................
\J prietors.The only first-classHotel in the “ Vw 100
lb .....................
city.
Is located in the business center of the town,
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Barley, $) 100 lb ........... .........
and has one of the largest and best sample rooms
Middling, V 100 lb ...............
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,)75 cents for in the State. Free bus in connection witn the Ho- Flour, $)brl ........... .......... _
10-Iy
0rBt insertion,and 25 cents for each subsequent tel. Holland,
Pearl Barley, fH00 lb ...............@
nsertion for any period under three mouthe.
Rye W bu»h< ....................
TJIKENIX HOTEL. Ryder A Coffee, proprietors. Corn
Meal |) 100 lbs ..............
| 3 m. | 6 m. I 1 r.
Located near the Chi. A W. Mich. K’y depot,
Fine Corn Meal V UO lbs .........
350 5 001 8 00 has good facilities for the travelingpublic,and its
1 Square .................
table is unsurpassed. Free Hack for accommoda.................. 5 00
8 00 |10 00
................
8 00 10 00 1 17 00 tion of guests. Holland, Mich.
»% Column ................. 10 00 17 00 | 25 00
-Xoca! .

\TAN PUTTEN

paid at three month*, and $2.00 if

if

by
“The

two

ris.

Ctr&ln,Feed, Etc.

$1.50 per year if paid in advance; $1,75 if

stated

the bedside of his dying aunt in Chicago.

Honey, fllb ...................... (
Vf EYEK, H. A CO.. Dealers in all kinds of Fur- Hay, $1 ton .......................10 00J
ivl niture, Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins, Onions, V bushels ................ (
Potatoes, fl bushel ................ (
Picture Frames, etc.: River street.
Timothy Seed, ft bushel .......... (

ROGERS.

and

that be was trying to raise money to reach

Clover seed, |1 lb ..................
Eggs, $1 doten .....................

Tnrsltars.

H.

blister on sheet iron on a hot day, halted a

Apples, f) bnsbel .................
$ 75

TlfALSH HEBER,

vv

and an eye which would have raised

Produce, Etc.

NO. 545.

Light reading ii luther supplied by the

Parfcftis.
A young man with a nose like a razor

Drngs, Medicines^aints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Din BiRo'sFamilyMedicines;Eighth St.

V

WHOLE

29, 1882.

Up To Snuff.

Our

\7AN PUTTEN, Wm., Dealer in

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

WILLIAM

SATURDAY, JULY

MICH.,

22-4

w.]

Eighth Str.

bia.

ule

iu thU city by

H. D. Post.
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.

Lieut. Danknhoweb has written to
nKAnbers of Congress urging that an appropri-

$

A petition of

the Gnltean Jams, asking an

allowanceof 15 per day, was presented in the
ation of 125,000 be made to bring the bodies of

occupiedby the Uncompahgreand White River
Utes ; authorizing the Cherokee* to lease three
salt mines in tbur domain, and increasing the
salary of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs to
*5,

000.

struction of the canaw, and a religiouswa>. In
the House of Lords Earl Granville announced
that 15,500 troops would be sent to Egypt He
•aid the feeling of Europe was iu favor of England’* action. De Freycinet, the French Premier, in a conferencewith a committee of the
Senate, said that France would confine herself
to the protectionof the Suez canal and in

Senate July 18, and referred. By a vote of 39
party home.... Judge Advocate
The Senate passed a bill, at -its sesGeneral Swaun, in his report to the, Secretary to 20. an executive session was then held, dur- sion on July 24, to refund to the heirs of John
CITY. MICHIGAN.
ing which a long debate occurred over the conof War, maintains that the proceedingsof the
other operations Great Britain must act alone.
Sergt Mason court-martial were irregular and firmation of James E. Slaughterfor Postmaster W. Forney *27,684 paid by him to cover the
at Mobile, the nominationbeing approved. defalcation of a clerk in bis office when ho wis The British Governmenthas chartered thirteen
illegal but makes no recommendations.
steamshipsplying to American ports, to convey
When the doors were opened, Mr. Sherman
Recretary of the Senate. Mr. Allison presented troops to Alexandria.
The National Department of Agricnlt
called up the Tax bill, a motion to adjourn
the conferencereport on the Legislative Appronre announces that an office for the collection being defeated.Messrs. Logan, (Oameron,
•
priation bill, announcing disagreementson the
EAST.
Dawes,
Conger
and
Jones
presented
telegraphic
of European crop statisticswill be established
propositionto transfer tho Surgeon Gen- Bloody Fight with Desperadoes In Ariprotests from tobacco manufacturersagainsta
Ax Millville,Mass., Joseph Garbwree in London under a recent appropriationby
eral’s records and on the distribution of
change in the rate of taxation, and asking for
zona.
Congress.
rooms in tho new building for the State,
had a fight of twenty minutes' durationwith a
rebates if the bill passed. The House arranged
A recent telegram from Albuquerque, N. M.,
War
and
Navy
Departments,
and
a
new
black-make twelve feet in length, and received
Comptroller Knox reports that forty- for the expensesof the Government by extendconference was ordered. The Revenue hill says : Arizona vigilantes are again at work, and
ten bites.
nine national banks reorganizedby liquidation ing the provisionsof the joint resolutionof
was taken up, the pending amendment provid- last week Bill Mulcahy, Jack Kingsbury and
June
SO.
The
Committee
on
Eiectioni
Mrs. J. F. Cummings, of Somerset, in advance of the passageof the law to extend
ing for a reduction of the tobacco tax to 8
made
reporta on the Virginia and Maine
Nevada Jim, who killed two Mexicans and morHass., drowned her youngest child and herself their charters. . .Mr. Walker Blaine, son of excontested seats, pronouncingin favor of cents per pound. Mr. Sherman said this
Secretary Blaine, has been appointed assistant
scheme would cut off *21,000,000of revenue. tally wounded two Americans at Calabazas, were
in the river ...Miss Fanny Parnell,sister of
Cabell and Reed,
the resolu-, The amendment was rejected by 18 to 38.
counsel on behalf of the United States before
pursued by an organized party of fifteen.
Charles Stewart Patnell, the Irish leader,
tions were adopted.Mr. Calkins called up the
the
Court
of
Commissioners ' of Alabama
An amendment by Mr. Mahone’ was adoptdied at Bordentowu, N. J., of paralysis of the
South Carolinacase of Smalls vs. Tilman. on ed, for a rebate’on all unbroken factory The pursuit was kept up with vigor during
Claims.
heart
which Mr. Randall raised a question of considpackagesof cigars and cigarettes.In the Monday, and at 4 p. m. the fleeing murderers'
GENERAL*
eration. The House proceededto vote, all but
The Almshouse at Erie, Pa., which
House, the views of the minority of the Judici- were sighted in the distance, the animals they
The ship Theobald, with a crew of two Democrats decliningto answer,the result ary Committee on the subject of the Northern rode being nearly fagged,heading for a precontains 300 paupen, is heated and lightedby
showing fifteen less than a quorum. The doors
cipitous peak. With a yell the pursuers spurred
nineteen men, which sailed from Philadelphia
Pacific laud grant were presented by Messrs.
natural gas. An idiotic inmate got into the
were closed, and severalroll calls took place, a
Payson and Knott, and they were orderedprint- their horses onward The doomed desperadoes
for San Francisco Dec. 16 last, is supposed to be quorum being obtainedat 5 p. m. Mr. Waite
boiler-room the other day and turned on
ed and laid on tho table. • Mr. Cannon sub- succeeded by a superhumaneffort in reaching
the supply valves, and was nearly dis- lost ____ Earthquake shocks were felt at the opened the discussion in behalf of Smalla, when mitted a conferencereport on the Legislative, the goal of their hopes, where they dismounted
emboweled by the explosion which fol- City of Mexico and Cairo, III, on the 20th of an adjournment waa taken.
and sought refuge in the recesses of its rocky
Judicial and ExecutiveAppropriation
bill, agreelowed, the building being partly wrecked .... July. At the Mexican capital many walls fell,
resolutionsadopted by the Fifth Army Corps ing to all the items except that for the transfer sides. As the pursuers approached they were
the shock being the heaviest since 1864, but in
Fairfield,Me., suffered a terribleloss by a conreceived with a volley from the Winchester*
at Detroit, asking that justicebo done Fitz of records from the Surgeon General's office to
flagration.About ten wood-working mills were Cairo no damage was suffered.
with which the fugitives were armed, and ono
the
Adjutant General’s archives, and a furJohn
Porter,
were
presented
to
the
Senate
July
destroyed, by which 600 persons are thrown out
of their number named Uennessy was woundThe Advisory Commission,consistther
conference was ordered. Bills were
of employmentThe loss is over *100,000,
19, by Mr. Sewell Mr. Logan Introduced a
ed in tho shoulder.
ing of the Hon. E. B. Washbume, ex-8enator
referred:To collect from the Kansas Pacific
with small insurance.... James F. Wa’sh, who
Tho avongera then withdrew and held a
bill to so modify the Chinese law as to permit RailroadCompany the cost of surveying and
murdered Barbara Qroenthal in a iit of jeal- Thurman and Judge Cooley, appointedby the them to pass throngh the country without stophasty consultation, determining to kill or captconveyingcertain lands; to declare forfeit lands
crasy,Jan. 1. 1881, was legally strangled in the trunk-lines to adjudicate upon the question of
ping. It was laid aside withoutaction, and tho granted the Northern Pacific Company and still ure the villainsat all hazards. Tho party disRaymond Street Jail, Brooklyn.
mounted and cautiously advanced,keeping as
differentialrates on freightbetween points in
tax bill was taken np. Mr. Williams denounced
remaining unpatented,and fixing tho duty on
A large number of buildings in Front I the West and New York. Philadelphia and Balti- the measure as a temporary expedient by the imported hay at 20 per cent ad valorem. Mr. much as possible under cover until the base of
the rocky elevation was reached, when, with a
: more, have
submitted their report
and Brown streets,Philadelphia, belonging to The commission in effect sustains the Republican party to quiet popular clanor. Fowler proposed a constitutional amendment shout of defiance and a volley from their sixMr.
Beck’s
amendment
to
fix
the
tobacco
granting the President the right to veto any
the estate of the late Thomas H. Powers, valued
position taken by the Baltimoreand Ohio Tax at 12 cents per pound after January
shooters, a rush was made. With the coolness
at *75,000, were burned.
distinctitem of a bill Mr. Atkins introduced of desperation the murderers awaited the onl and the PennsylvaniaRailroad Companext was agreed to. A motion to retain
a bill to allow no claim or account against
set, and once more the Winchesterswere brought,
nies, who have Insisted upon tho right to carry
WEST.
the stamp tax on bank checks and drafts for
the United States unless it be filed within six
i freight at lower rates from Chicago to Baltiinto requisition.The battle lasted but a few
over *100 was rejected. The house joint resoHenry Jansen and Charles Bones tein, , more aod Philadelphia, by reason of the shorter
years from the passage of this acL The Demminutes. The ambushed cutthroats fought with,
lution to extend the appropriations to July was
Swedes, and William Warton, fought in the | distance, than the rates charged by lints deliv- passed. The President nominated William ocratic member* of the Senate held a canius a fury born of despair. Two of them were
and resolvedto insist upon a full and free dis- quickly killed,and the third, Nevada Jim, wasering freight into New York. The commission
Hale, of Iowa, to be Governor of Wyoming ; J.
town of Pittsman Valley, Now Mexico, about a
cussion of all amendments to the Tax bill, and
does" not assume to decide that the present
brought down by a shot through the thighs.
blanket The Swedes cut Warton nearly to rates of differences should bo indefinitelycon- Schuyler Crosby, of New York, for Governor to oppose any attempt to reach a final vote The vigilantesspared his life till a rope couldi
of
Montana,
and
W.
Hoover,
of
pieces. He in turn killed Jansen and mortally tinued, but it upholds the principle of differupon tne bill unless such ample opportunity be procured to hang him. Ho suddenly seized
California,
Associate Justice was afforded.
wounded Bonestein.
ential rates governed by the relative distance
a revolverbelonging to one of his dead comof
tho
Supreme
Court
Arizana.
rades, which was lying near, and fired at
The renegade Indians from San Carlos , and the relativecost of service.
The House resumed consideration of the South
Fallehy, who fell, pierced through tho lung.
,THE
IN EGYPT.
Three American prospectors were , Carolina contested-election case of Smalls vs.
Agency were engaged in a fight by Maj. ChafLaughing derisively,he then sent a bullet crashTillman.
Mr.
Horr
stood
in
front
of
the
Speakfee, commanding portions of the Third and , found deadrn the Sonora Valley, Mexico. It is
The situation at Alexandria was practically ing throngh his own brain.
er’s desk, and with & small cane pointSixth cavalry, in a wild and remote section of believed they were murderedby the natives,
out the boundariesof the new unchanged on the 19th. Order was being gradArizona. Twenty-sixIndians were killed,and all who, however, charge the Apaches with the
; Congressional districts of South Carolina,
ually restoredunder the surveillance of the
their baggage, horses and mules captured. crime.
4 MillionaireSexton.
and denounced the work as downright villainy.
The military casualties were slight....
British marines. An unsuccessful attempt was
The wealthiest sexton of any church in
I Messrs. Moulton and Simonton argued i n suptGREIGN.
The funeral of Mrs. Abraham Lincolnwas held
! port of the sitting member. Mr. Evins, after made to burn the building o ccnpied as the headat the First Presbyterian
Church,in Springfield,
De Freycinet, in opening the debate I arraigning the Republicans for corruptionand quarters of the American marines.Arabi Pasha the world officiatesevery Sunday at Elberon, N. J., immediately adjoiningthe
111. Among thepall-bearerswere Gov. Cullom
in tho French Chamber of Deputies on tho
gerrymandering, objected to their lecturing continued to issue orders and make appointand Gen. McCloruaud.The remains were
cottage in which President Garfield
ments
in
the
name
of
the
Khedive.
It
i the people of South Carolina on pohtical moratplaced in the vault at the monument, whore Egyptian question, expressed the belief that
was rumored that Europeansto the number died. He is a short, stout gentleman,
! ity. Mr. Tillman,speaking in his own behalf.
rest those of her lamented husband.
armed intervention had become imperative by
expressedthe fear that his State would be re- of 205 had been massacred at Kafer-el- with round, full face, stamped with conNearly 100 White Mountain Apaches the massacre of French subjects in Alexandria. 1 constructed for the purpose of plunder,and dwar. Attempts had been made to fire Cairo, tentment and benevolence. He is worth
| The English alliance,he said, had never been
and it was feared that the European quarter
left San Carlos Reservation,and when forty
shaken. The Suez canal cannot cease to be ! announced that he would be returnedto would be burned by the people. Dervisch several million dollars, and lives in a
1 Congress by negro votes. Mr. Smalls was then
miles away attacked a train, kilhng the driver ! free, even if Franco must bo one of tho powers
$70,000 cottage close by. It would not
seated by 141 to 5. The Democrats abstained Pasha bad been summoned to Coustanand running off fifty head of stock.... George I to protect it.... Utter destructionthreatens from voting. The Alabama case of Smith vs. tinople to give bis views of the situation. n3ed much more of a descriptionto pen
H. Imboff, over lOf yean of age, a soldier un- crops in Ireland. Excessive rains have pre- Shelley was taken up, Mr. Ranney obtainingthe The Egyptian question whs debated in tho
tli£ millionaire philanthropist,Ylr.
der NapoleonBonaparte, died at Richmond, ! vailed,and unless the weather improves suffer- floor,
House of Commons and the French Chamber.
George
Childs, publisher of the
Ind. John Springer expired at the county in- ing will result
Vue Tax bill was discussed at length in the De Freycinet aim niuced the French policy as Public Ledger. The church is Protestfirmary at Marietta, Ohio, at the age of 108.
an
alliance
with
England
and
action
in concert
Col. Brackenbury,in charge of crim- ' Senate on July 20. Mr. Voorhees denounced
with the behestsof the powers. In Parliament ant Episcopal. It was built by six genFire destroyedthe Cass avenue plan- i inal investigations in Ireland under the Ret the messure as favoring a privileged class. Mr.
tlemen who are prominentamong the
$t was announced that the identical note sent
ing-mill at 8t Louis, valued at i?100,000, and pression act, resigned his position becausethe
to the Porte was still unanswered ; and tho cottagers at Elberou. They were CorHarrison claimed that his colleague was not in
damaged the railway-supplystore of M. M. Lord Lieutenantdisagreedwith ,hu> scheme to harmony with other leading Democrats.Mr. character of the Government’s replies to quesnelius, son of W. H. Vanderbilt,Henry
Buck to the extent of *30.000.
have the police join the secret societies,and Julia* submitted figures to show that the sugar tions was criticised by tho Conservatives.
Taylor, John Scott, of New York, Mr.
A Phienix (Arizona) dispateh says: then turn informers ____ Smyrna, in Asia Minor, interestscould not stand a reduction in price. Gladstone assumed full responsibility for Ad- Francklyn, Mr. A. J. Drexel and Mr.
has been visited by a conflagration which raged Amendments to strike out the provision repeal- miral Seymour’s actions.
Later reports from Tonto Basin confirm the
Childs. The church has a regularly
, for seven hours. Fourteen hundred houses 1 iug bank taxation was rejected. It whs
news of the last Indian depredations. In the ! were destroyed,and 6,000 persons were renCable dispatchesof July 21 state that Tur- paid sexton who attends to the heavy
agreed to fix the tax on tobacco at 12 cents’
fight at Sixby's four Indians were killed and at ' dered homeless. Only one life was lost
i per pound. Mr. Dawes reported an amendkey, in consideration of the deferenceshown by
work, hut Mr. Childs being one of the
Tewkesbury’s six. Mr. Church wus killed.
| meat to the Sundry Civil bill appropmttho powers.to the sovereignty of the Sultan in
trustees, and knowing all the pew-holdEighty-three
business
structures
Medley and his man, who went in search of
, ing *250,000 for additional purchasesof
ers, exercises his office in seating the
Egypt, has consented to participate in the incattle, are missing and supposed killed,as the were destroyedby fire at Port-au-Prince, Haytl beef for the Indians,to be distributed by the
Indians were seen near. Hnzelton and his sis- Plunderingwas indulgedin during tho confla- Secretaryof the Interior.The House, after ternational conference. France and England congregationswhich gather there from,
ter are safe. Reports say sixty to eighty Indians gration.
arguments on the Alabama contested-election have requestedthat some of the powers be des- June to Octooer to listen to the preachcamppd on Coon crees, evidently bound down
case by Messrs. Ranney and Calkins, declared ignatedto protect the Suez canal. De Lesseps ing of the most eminent divines of the
Charles
Bkadlaugh
and
others
were
Balt river. Buildingshave been burned, stock
vacant the seat for tlie Fourth district, Mr.
informed Admiral Seymour that the passage of
Protestant Episcopal Church.
killed and driven off, and crops iaul waste,
committedfor trial in London for publishing Smith having died recently.Mr. Reed called men-of-war through the canal would
It is related as a good story at the excausing great loss to the settlers. The people
np
a
resolution
to
amend
the
rules,
to
which
blasphemous libels in (ho Free-thinker ____ Great
breach
neutrality. Spain
are taking measures to protect themselves.
pense of Mr. Childs that while providMr. Blackburn objected. A vote, in which the
has
sent
four
ironclads
to
Alexandria.
1 disasters have occurred in Bohemia by excessing seats for the throngs which flock
Democrats’ remained silent, showed the House The Governor of Alexandriahad returnedfrom
THE SOUTH.
ively wet weather. Numbers of persons have
to be devoid of & quorum.
there he waa greeted by a fussy old lady
a trip to Cairo by way of Port Said. He reports
The condition of United States Sena- been drowned by floods,and the greater part of
the crops is destroyed. *
An exciting debate took place in the Senate having seen Europeansmassacred and iheir with a request for a* front seat. Mr.
tor Ben Hill, of Georgia, who is suffering from
pillaged at Damanhourandother points. Childs gracefully led her to a pew
Three Americans and an Austrian, July 21 over the report of the conferencecom- houses
cancer in the mouth, is pronounced hopeless.
The scouts of Arab! Pasha were seven miles
close to the chancel rail. Then she
The citizens of Key West, Fla., as- while on a debauch at Ningpo. China, brutally mittee on the River and Harbor bhi. Mr. In- from Alexandria,but he had been ordered by asked :
galls.
of
Kansas,
bitterly
attacked
the
report
of
the Porte not to move on tho c.ty. His last
sembled in mass meeting and denouncedthe assaulted a ChineseCaptain of a war junk, and
“Will you please find me a prayer
the committee, and was answered by Mr. Mcact was to divert tho waters of the Mahmondeh
story that yellow fever existedin their midst at latest accounts the safety of all foreigners Millan, of Minnesota, in charge of the bill
canal
book?”
was jeopardizedby the indignationamong the
very warmly and earnestly.Tho report was
....The steamer John Wilson sunk in the natives.
The accommodating gentleman found
News received at Alexandria from the interior
adopted. The House Revenue bill was then
Atchafalaynver, a in Southern Louisiana, and
a prayer book for her.
taken np. An amendment by Mr. Bayard lo of Egypt confirm the reported assassinations of
fifteen of the passengersand crew perished.
“And will you kindly hand me that,
retain the tax on matches was rejected— 8 to
ADDITIONAL NEWS.
Europeans.Numerous massacres occurred in
POLITICAL.
45. A bill to authorize S. L. M. Barlow and
fan ?” pointing to a palm-leaf in an op the outskirts of Cairo. Arabi Pasha has pubA New York Herald South American others to lay a cable to Europe was referred.
posite pew.
The Greenbackers of New York held
lished a special report of the AlexandriabomThe President nominated Charles W. Pavey to
The publisher obligingly brought it
correspondent
telegraphs
that
one
of
the
assasa convention,lasting two days, at Albany.
bardment for the natives, alleging that eight
j be Collector of Internal Revenue for the Thirto her.
Epbenetus Howe was nominatedfor Governor sins of Lord Cavendish and Under Secretary I te-eutbdistrictof Illinois. In the House, Mr. ironclads were sunk, two burned, and four cap“Now, won’t you move that footstool
tured by the Egyptian troops. He also issued
and James Allen for LieutenantGevernor. The Burke has been arrested at Puerto Cabel o, i I’agfc submitted a disagreeing conference refor me ?”
platform reaffirms the ground taken at the in Venezuela, that he made confession, l port on the River and Harbor bill, and h new proclamations denouncing tne Khedive, and
Chicago Conventionin 1880; denounces the con- giving the names of his accomplices, and had committee was appointed. Mr. Hiscoik pre- maintaining that an “irreconcilable war
This was too much.— Philadelphia
been sent to Cai Aca^
exists between
and the English.” Record.
sented a conferencereport on the General Detract system of prison labor as an outrage on
Tho
notables
met
in
Cairo,
declared
the
ficiency
Appropriation
bill,
on
which
an
agreecivilization ; demands that all land owned by
George P. Marsh, United States
ment had been reached on all clausesexcept Khedive to be a traitor, anu deposed him,
individuals or corporationsin excess of what
Minister to Italy,a post he has held continuthat relative
the mileage of and issued a proclamation declaringwar with
is reqnired for their personal use or for the
THE MARKETS.
Senators, and tho House decided not to England, and inviting all good Moslems to take
transaction,of their business should be taxed ously for the past twenty-one years, having
up arms. British troops have sailed from
NEW YORK.
bo as to render its ownership valueless;pro- ! been appointed by President Lincoln in 1861, recede from its disagreementon that issue. A
Bf.f.veh
...................
M 35 (3 8 M
nounces ra favor of civil-servicereform and J died suddenly at Vnlombro-c ____ The London bill to modify the money-order system was India for Egypt. All the French war-shipshave
Hugh
....................
8 40 ta 8 0)
passed, in which provision is made for the isoue left Alexandria. Italy has ordered forward a
protests against monopoly of money, transpor- Time* severely censurespublic opinion in
Cotton ............................ 12*6 13
of postal notes for less than *5. Another permanent squadron of four iron-clads. Fuuia— Huperflue..................
tation, land and labor — The Texas Democrat- ! America for not more forcibly con3 75 (A 4 90
ic Convention nominated John Ireland for Govdemning the dynamite projects of measure was passed to fix the salaries of rail- Gen Sn- Garnet Moiseiev will command the Wheat— No. 2 Spring .............1 20 !«. 1 21
ernor. Gov. Roberts, who lias Already served Irish agitators against England.... way postal clerks,dividing them into five
No.
2
Red
................
(o, 1 21
,®Xpe(yi?n,abont 10 ** dispatched.
two terms, forbade his name being placed be- A cable dispatchsays that 300 houses and some classes.Tho Senate bill to authorizethe Post- Turkey is said to have agreed to send troops. Corn— Ungraded ................... 83 ($ 85
fore the convention.
master General to extend post routes twenty- De Lesseps telegraphedto Paris that immediate Oats— Mixed Western .............. jy (n i>7
large warehouses were destroyed by fire at
1’oiiK— Mean ........................
2100 (*22 00
action was necessary to protect the Suez canal
five miles beyond terminalpoints, amended to
Uulzi
willow,
Russia,
and
8,000
people
are
Gen. Newton M. Curtis, a special
L-'"1' ..............................IS^is 13
permit the employment of necessary temporary The French battalions for Egypt are to
homeless. ....It is reported that the Russian
CHICAGO.
agent of the Treasury Department in the New ' steamer Moscow was sunk by a boiler explosion aid at the expense of a derelict contractor, was rendezvous at Toulon. Ninel, a notorious
Ukkveh— Choice Graded Hteera ..... 0 60 ^ 7 75
Swiss
adventurer,
is
aiding
Arabi,
and
will
be
York Custom House, was convictedrecently of and 200 men lost.
passed. A bill to fix the comjienHationof
Cows and Heifer* .........3 00 (A 5 00
Medium to Fair ..........f. 75 (* G 50
fouxth-claasI . ^masters inside of *1,01MJ per executedif caught by the British.
receiving money paid to him as assessmentsby
In a fire at Fresno, Cal., about fifty
IIoo<
..............................
6 00 ® 8 75
annum, exclusive of money-order commissions,
Alexandria dispatches of ^July 24 state that Flocb— Fsney White Winter Ex . 6 75 (* 7 00
Federal employes'to be used for political pur- houses were burned, mostly business houses,
was passed.
Good to Choice Spring Ex. C 25 (A 6 50
poses. His counsel moved before the United
tho Khedive had signed a decree declaring
Wheat— No. 2 .Spring ..............1 29 (4 1 30
States Circuit Court, in which the conviction including five hotels. The losses will probably
A bill to provideadditionaltraining schools
Arabi Pasha a rebel, and had issued a general
No. 3 Spring ..............1 07 (4 1 15
was had, for an arrest of judgment and a • reach *200.000. Much of the property is unin- for Indian youth by using unoccupied military
order forbidding the army to obey his com- Corn-No. 2 ....................... 78 ft 60
new trial. The court decided last week sured. ...The recklessnessof a freight-train
Oath No. 2 ............
54 ft 55
barracks, and the bill to pay Mrs. Garfield *50,that the law prohibitingpoliticalassessments engineer on the Little Miami road caused a colmand. The Khedive had also proclaimedthat Ryk-No. 2 ........................ 68 ft 69
was constitutional On the other points raised lisionnear Foster’sCrossing.- Ohio, wrecking 000, less any advances made on the salary of the English were promoting the interests of
Harley— No. 2. ...................
89 ft 93
the court was also adverse to the accused, and both locomotives, throwing two cars into the
Hotter— Choice Creamery .........23 ft 24
the late President, and were passed by the Sen- the country. An evasive answer receivedby
Kooh— Fresh ....................... 16 id 17
the motion for a stay and for a new trial was river,and injuring half a dozen persons.
ate July 22. Mr. Cockrell secured the adop- the BritishGovernment from the Porte to a Pork— Mew ........................
21 00 ft 21 25
therefore denied.
Near De Soto, Mias., on the Mobile tion of resolutions asking informationas to the proposal to immediatelydispatch troops Laud ............................
12*0 12«,
expenditure
in each State during the last three
Egypt
decided them that
MILWAUKEE.
The Ohio Democratic State Convention and Ohio railroad,the mangled remains of six
Whf.at—
No.
2
...................
years for public buildings,harbors, forts and
. 1 29 ft 1 30
the time for further delay was past
renominated Hou. Jonn W. Oakley for Supreme negroeswere found on the track, having been
arsenals. A resointion was passed that The water in the Mabmoudieb canal at Alexan- Corn -No. 2 ..................... 79 ft 80
Oath-No.
2 .......................
Court Judge, J. W. Newman for Secretary of run over by a train. They had just Keen paid the Secretary of the Interior report his reason dria fell fourteen inches in the forty-eight
Rvz— No. 2. .......................
ft 67
State, and Henry Weible for member of the ' and were honnd home. One negro was arreat- for ordering a donble pension for Gen. Ward hours, and the supply to the public had been Barlky-No. 2 ....................
. 74 ft 75
I ed on strong inspicion of having, in connection
B.
Burnett
The
Revenue
bill
was
taken
up.
greatly diminished. News from Cairo was to
Board of Public Works. The platformdePork— Meaa ........ .... .v.
.
' (S2I 00
Zft 12W.
nounces the extortionof money from office- I with others, murdered and robbed the men Amendments to retain the stamp taxes on per- the effectthat there were 8,000 starving, homo- Lard ..........................
ST. LOUIb.
fnmery and playiUg-cards were voted down. less persons there, who were dying by hunholdersto corrupt the ballot as the most insidi- and placed their bodies on tho track.
WheatNo. 2 Red './.. ...........
ous danger to free government J. O. ThompAnthony Comstock, followed by nine The first section was passed. An amendment dreds. The country was representedas in Cobn— Mixed ....................' i 01 ft 1 02
to the second section was adopted fixing the
terrible state of anarchy. Atrocities Oat*— No. 2 ......................
son was defeated for member of the Central
51 ft 63
policemenin citizen'sdress, raided a pool-room
annual tax on dealers in leaf tobaccoat *12, equal to any ever perpetrated in BulCommittee,while his rival for the Chairmanship,
Rtk ............................
J. K Farley, was selectedto represent the ' In Barclay street, New York. Fourteen em- exempting farmersor lumbermenwho furnish garia were being committed with impnmty. Pork— Mens ................... .21 00
Twenty-firstdistrictbut Thompson won the 1 ployes were taken to the Tombs, and $750 in supplies to their employes. Mr. Mahone An eye-witness from Tantah stated that eighty- Lard ...........................
day At last being electedChairman of the money and 50,000 pool ticketsseized, t he moved to make the tax on snnff and man- five Enropeanswere tortured,disemboweled
CINCINNATI.
Executive Committee....The Georgia Demo- j penalty for pool-selling is *2,000 tine or im- uf&ctnred tobacco
cents per pound. and tom to pieces, and that women were Whf-at ....................
Co**-- .......................... . SI ft 82 f
cratic Conventionnominated AlexanderH. prisonment for one year.
The Bouse passed Mr. Denster’s bill to regu- violatedand tortured. The soldiers partici- Oats ....................
Stephens for Governor, and Thomas Hardeman
late the carrying of passengers by steamships, pated in Lhejatrocities.Two Germans, sheltered
Rye.
......
.....
j.,. 74
ft 75
for Congreaaman-at-Large.
Pork— Mess ...............
the measure having been, revamped to suit the by the station-masteruntil the train was
.22 25
T.mn
.....
ready
to
ttart,'
were
caught
entering
the
train,
views
of
the
ProsideDt
Mr.
Kasson
precipiPower
of
Railroads
in
Politics.
A Washington dispatch says that
TOLEDO.
tated a tariff debate by calling up the bill their heads held over the carriage door and
Attorney General Brewster has rendered an
Just how heavy a weight the railroads
Wheat— Na 2 Red ............. , 1 11 ft 1 20
to allow a drawbackon foreign materials used thi ir throats cut,
Cobn .............
opinion on the issue raised between George W. j of this country might throw into a po- in the construction of vessels for foreign acA skirmish between English and Egyptian Oats ..............
Curtis and RepresentativeHubbell, the Presi- 1 litical balance may be approximated by count, and the bill went over to MonDETROIT.
troops
occurred at Ramleh, a few miles from
dent of the RepublicanCongressionalCommit- i consideringthat there are in the employ day. Postal bills were passed to make the
6 25
tee, on the subject of political assessments,j of railway corporations 1,600,000 men, rate on second-classpublicationsdelivered by Alexandria,on July 24. The casualties were WmtAT-Na 1 White ..............
, 1 30
ft 1 31
18
in which he holds that a member of | who, with few exceptions, are citizensin carriers two cents per pound; to fine or im- few, and the British remained in possessionof CouK-Mixed ..... ...........
OATS-Mixed.
...................... 55 ft 57
Congress is not an officerof the United
prison any one personating a postoffice in(per cental) ............... 2 00 ft 2 20
Btktes, so that
gift to him for the prime of life. They constitutenear- spector; to punish Postmasters for making the town. An Inspectorof Survey who arrived Barley
Pork— Meaa ......................22 25
campaign pnrposes does not 'fall within the - ly one-sixthof the voting populationof false certificatesof the arrivalor departureof at Alexandria reports the total force of
_ INDIANAPOLIS.
Arabi at 100,000.
latter disstatute regulating political assessments. The : the republic. The power to wield any mails, and to provide that no bidder for mail
Wheat— No. 2 Red. ................
, 1 05
ft 1 68
patched 9.000 men to reinforce Cairo. Cobn—
No.
2. ....................
Attorney General has also given an opinion to
78
service shall be required to furnish a check or There wore twenty war-ships,half of them En! considerableportion of so mighty a
Oats.
...........
...........
the Secretary of the Treasury that the request
draft. Mr. Flower sought to introducea dtm- glish,in the harbor of Alexandria. Arabi sent
! force would render its possessorwellEAST LIBERTY,PA.
of transportation companiesto be allowed to
stitutionalamendment by which the President a letter to Gladstone before Alexandria waa
Cattle — Best ......................
7 00 ft 7 50
I
nigh
independent
of
laws
and
of
the
take some 60,000 Cbim-se laborers through this
can approve or object to any item of an ap- bombarded, bat which did not reach the
Fair ..........
5 75 ft 6 75
country from Cabs to China cannot be granted j men who are supposed to make them.—
Common ............
3 00 ft 4 50
propriation bill Indian bills were passed to Premier until after that event, containingdire
under tho law as it now stands. . 90 ft 8 85 .
I Philadelphia Record.
open to settlement the lands in Color ado lately threats about the confiscation of property, de- Boot ..............................
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inside the deadeye over the drawer
to

another string

by

which

it

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS.

and

could be

Mills Closed.

hole in the floor.
There could be nothing in sight and
never was anything. The janitor sat in
HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.
the cellar and worked the apparatus by
sound, which told him when the paying
One New York firm handled 350,000 teller was at his desk. Every night the
buahols of peanuts last year.
money was taken from the drawer, which
pulled back to the

The

Connecticut Supreme Court of

Errors, the highest tribunal
State, has decided, in

women

a

in

was

left ojien, and this

Some

Ludiugton, have suspended manufactur- State, notably from Kent, Ottawa and
ing for thirty days. This will decrease the southwesterncounties of Van Buren,
the daily manufacture 5.000,000, and is Berrien, Cass, St. Joseph aud Brunch.
brought about, by the action of the bulls It was this locality that suffered most
and bears of Chicago in greatly reduc- from the ravages of the Hessian fly in

One correspondent in Branch
county states that “ quite a number of
farmers are now cutting their wheat for
_
fodder.” In the northern counties inTim Sleeping Juror.
sects are doing the most damage in
Kalamazoo Commercial : Geo. Good- Crawford, Grand Traverse aud Kalkasridge, who was declared insane on Sat- ka.
According to the estimates only about
urday and taken to the asylum by Under
3 per cent, of the old crop of wheat yet
original
Sheriff Merrill, was one of the
-----,
i- m.

/

operations of the saw-mills,
which will continue to rim as usual.

affect the

driven to resign by an unac-

test case, that

countable edrortage in his cash, but his
are not ineligible to admission as
successor was fortunate enough to “catch

attorneysbecause of se*.
on” to the janitor’slittle game, and sub-

A Chicaoo street crowd enjoyed the sequently to
reproduction in real

life

boy dropped chunks

on the head

of coal

A woman’s paper

____

—

the janitor himself.

of a familiar

scene from a pantomime. A clownish

1877.

ing the price of shingles. Thil will not

gave Bennett the

the

was

twenty-three mills, engaged in

manufacturing shingles at Manistee and

opportunityto arrange his device. One
teller

reported present in various parte of the would justify a man in going to that section
State, but it is probable they will reduce in search of it ? What are the usual wages paid
for such labor?
but slightly the aggregate product. ReMention any facts not suggestedheroin which
ports of damage from this source are may be interesting or important to the locality
mainly from the southern section of the described.

,

m

...

,

jurors iu the at the time celebrated case renJftlllH
hftUld?- The 8ma11
of Mrs. Newcomer vs. Dr. Van Deuaeh. j a"li /onstantlv-dimmahiug crop of
in San Francisco A motion for a new trial by the
marketed, although a reasonably
Stow, of that city, was based on the fact that during a fair price is offered, itself indicates that

defense

W.
the old crop is nearly or quite exan “Independentcandidate for Gov- great part of the proceedings Juror
hausted.
Goodridge was either dozing or sleeping.

nominates Mrs.

J.

These circularswere sent to every
county, iu mauy coses to four or five
jiersous in the county, and in all cases
to men whose facilities for obtaininginformation were good and whose reputation tor judicial aud candid statement

were of tbe highest They include many
of the pioneers,leading business men.
public officers, whose duties and interests have called them to all unrts of the
counties in which they resiife. Replies
have been received front about half the
counties in the State, includinga very
large proportionof the newer ones. An
examination of these renorts show that
the work has been very tlioroughly done.
The result is a mass of detailed information far more complete than was ever
before gathered in any one office in the
State and available in answering inquiries, whether sent directly to the Com-

furnace as
The condition of corn is 87 percent., of
under the grated sidewalk, and presently ernor of California.”She is a graduate Having at one time assisted in renderof Oberliu, Her qualificationsfor Govoats 103 per cent., barley 100 per cent., missioner or through the press, which
ing a verdict reflecting upon the man
a red-hot poker came up to make him
clover meadows aud pastures 91 per is generally invited to make free use of
leap and yell. He was takon to a ernor are thus stated: “Mrs. Stow agnment of the asylum, Mr. Goodridge
cent., timothy meadows and pastures it when needed.— Defro/f Post,
has
now
gone
to
see
how
it
is
himself.
is with the people, of the people,
hospital and the fireman to prison.
100 per cent., aud of clover sowed this
and for the people ; she is in the
Health In Michigan.
year, 117 per cent, of the condition
Small Fnrini.
There is an enthusiasticvegetarian prime of life, uupickled with whisky and
Reports to the State Board of Health,
The Schoolcraft County Pioneer has July 1, 1881.
in England, whose antipathyto anything tobacco, and enjoys perfect health.
Apples now promise 87 per ceut. of an Lansing, by fifty-one observers of disthe following short but sensible lectaverage crop, as against)!13 per cent, on
of an animal nature is so extreme that Health and maturity is what is needed
eases iu differentparte of the State, show
ure : “ We are sorry to see a disposition the first of June. Reports from all
she refuses io wear any garment made of in a helmsman ; not old age and invalidcauses
of sickness during the week endon the part of many farmers to make parts of the State show that the apples
animal products. Vegetable boots have ism. Mrs. Stow is anti-monopoly,anti- themselves4 land poor ; ’ to purchase are falling from the trees iu large quan- ing July 15, 1882, as follows :
been an unattained ideal, but a cobbler ring, anti-Chinese; she believes in hon- more acres than they can take care of tities.
.\n nt Mr u<>u / rr
properly. As a rule eighty acres is
Peaches promise four- fifths of an averCent, of Obneroin Regent street has, after many efforts, esty, not policy ; in reason, not speculaenough for any one man to own if he ex- age crop, or about the same as on
er» In, Whom
covered the woman’s feet w th some- tion ; in truth, not falsehood. She does pects to do a creditable job of farming, j June 1.
l>\**a*t*in Order of Great**! Each IhneattWai
reu (i? Prevalence.
Reported.
thing that looks precisely like leather, not fisii, hunt nor play poker. No at- and of this he only wants fifty acres Reports have been received of the
Sumber .{Per Cent.
and the whole stoi-y has lately been told tractions can lure her from her post of cleared. Large farms brood a spirit of j quautitvof wheat marketed by formers
‘skim
milk
n'iU'
’
tillage
that
is
unprofitable
; during the mouth of June at 298 elevaat the Vegetarian Conferenceat Bir- duty ; she is a scholar,orator and edi43
84
to the country. One acre properly
? CoDiuniptlon of Iuukh ........
33
75
mingham by the woman, Mrs. Anna tor. Does Mrs. Stow expect to be Gov- planted aud cultivated will produce more tors aud mills. Of these 240 are in the 3 Neunlgl'i.................... 32
63
southern four tiers of counties, which is 4;Rheuuutlini ................. Si
61
Kingsford, M. D.
than half a dozen 4 run over. ’ Purchase one-half of the whole number of eleva- 5 Diarrhea.................... 23
ernor of California? Certainly she does
55
61'
DtobohitU ................... 23
acres, aud then apply your sur- , tors aud mills in these counties. The
_
While visiting the Concord School of eighty
7jion»llUw ....................
45
Last October a package, alleged to
plus
means
to improving that, and in | total number of bushels reported uiark- h Remittent fever .............. 23
20
32
Philosophy,three years ago, Prof.
the
end
you
will
find
that
you
have
done
contain $5,000, was sent by the First
20
33
eted is 419,918, of which 129,846 bushels
10
Influenza
...................
Wasson said to her, 1 Mrs. Stow, I shal wiselv.”
15
20
were marketed in the first or southern 11 Meaalea ................ .
_
National Bank of Cincinnatito the First
expect to hear that you are a United
tier
of
counties,
143,010
bushels
in
the
12
Pneumonia
..................
13
25
Happy Family.
National Bank of Buffalo by the United
12
States Senator iu a few years. We need
Out near Amos Babcock's farm is a second tier, 38.072 bushels iu the third
11
States Express Company. When the
22
2-2
just such women as you in Congress.’ fox den containing an old one aud three tier, 94,426 bushels in the fourth tier. 15 Inflammation of bowel* ...... < 11
package reached its destinationit was
14,534 bushels in the counties north of Ifi Dysentery ................... 11
22
To be Governor is the stepping-stoneto cubs. Mr. Babcock has a small dog
17 Scarlet fever .................
10
20
the southern four tiers. At sixty-three
found to contain nothing but brown pa10
20
that office, and the Senatorship will be about the size of a full-grown fox, and elevators aud mills, or 21 percent,of the
10
20
per. The Buffalo bank began suit
3
16
the stepping-stone to the Presidential very much like one iu color. Between whole number from which reports have
14
7
against the express company for the rethe dog and this family of foxes a strong been received, there was no wheat mark22 Typhoid fever (enteric) ......
5
chair.” The modest name of the paper
10
covery of the money. After a deliberafriendship exists, and recently the head eted during the month. At 230 eleva- 23 Cerebro-oplnal meningitis
4
which thus advocates Mrs. J. W. Stow as of the fox family and its domesticated
1
4
tion of thirty-four hours the jury retors and mills the quantityof wheat
25 Membranous croup ..........
3
6
a candidate is Woman's Herald of In- cousin were seen trotting about the fields marketed was 350,511 bushels, which i»
turned a verdict against the plaintiff,
dustry and Social Science Co-Operator, together os friendly as Brown A- 60 per ceut. of the quantity marketed at
Beside those tabulated above, the folthus establishing the honesty of the exMoore’s twin spaniels. A short time ago the same places during the mouth of lowiug-nameddiseases were reported
and the wonderful Mrs. J. W. Stow is
press company’s claim that the package
the dog was observed playing with the May.
each by one observer : Inflammation
herself the editor of it.
three young foxes near the iatters’ den.
received from the party at Cincinnati
of tbe brain, diabetes and chorea.
Informaiion About Michigan.
The cub would jump over the dog’s back
For the week ending July 15, 1882,
contained paper in lieu of currency. The
The attention of foreign immigrants the rejiorte indicate that cholera inThe whole number of deaths in the prance about, snap ami bark at him iu
plaintiffwill now bring suit against the
United States from lockjaw, resulting the most playful manner, while the lat- aud of Americans desirous of changing fantum considerably increased,cholera
First NationalBank of Cincinnati.
ter entered into the spirit of the fun by
from wounds inflicted by toy pistols on similar actions. The young foxes are their homes lias been turned to Michigan morbus, consumption of lungs, intermitthis year more than ever before. In- tent fever and dysentery increased, and
The chief objection to the use of iron the Fourth of July last, is placed at 200. nearly full-grown, and in time will afquiries both numerous and minute have that neuralgia, remittent fever and diarfor architectural purposes is its liability This, says the Chicago Tribune, is a ford sport should a fox chase be organ- been made of leading newspapers aud of rhea decreasedin area of prevalence.
The cool weather of June aud July
to rust and weaken from this cause. costly sacrificeto offer up to the tutelary ized.— .4 ^/on Record.
the Commissioner of Immigration for
seems
to be attended in many parts of
information
with
respect
to
various
porNeither paint nor any other external deity of national independence. It is
Women at School Meeting*.
tions of the State. With a view to ob- the State with less sjekness, from several
Inquiry has frequently been made of
application hitherto known has been able especially distressingbecause it is untaining the information necessary to diseases, than is usual at this season of
to prevent this. And the cost of the necessary. The toy pistol is by no late in reference to the right of women answer satisfactorily
such inquiries, the year.
At the State Capitol, during the
necessary frequentapplication of paints means essential to the proper celebra- to vote at school meetings iu Michigan. Commissioner Morley has, for some
The following extracts from the session
week ending July 15, the prevailing
time post, been gathering facts of inter
has been an additionalobstacle to the tion of the Fourth. Many national anlaws of 1881 define their rights in the
est to agriculturists and others about winds were southwest, and, compared
free use of iron for these purposes. niversarieshave been observed without
mi^ter ’ipl*ie resources, climate, soil, etc., of dif- with the preceding week, the average
Page 15^-Sectiou 103-No person, , [erent 8ectiou'Bof
foi_ temjierature was higher, the average abAnd on railroad and other bridges where it; and we fancy that if it had never
except
an
elector, is aforesaid, shall be
iron is exposed to the atmosphere there been invented or come into the posseslowing circularof inquiries shows the solute humidity aud the average day
eligible to any elective office contemand night ozone were more, and
wide scope of the informationsought
is a constant deterioration.It is now- sion of the small boy the expressionof
plated iu this chapter ; Provided, howSpecify the territory described. If only a tlie average relative humidity was conclaimed that a discovery has been made national exultation and gratitude on the ever, That any female person of or above portion of the county is referred to, mention siderablyless.
by which iron can be made absolutely last holiday would have been not less, the age ot 21 years, who has resided in the names or numbers of the townships inIncluding reports by regular obcluded.
servers and by others, diphtheria was
rust proof, and that after iron has once but more decorous,than it was. There this State three months and in the townGive, in generalterms, a descriptionof the
ship ten days next preceding any electsurface ot this ten itory— staling whether level, reported present during the week endpassed through the process it will never two kinds of toy pistols. One uses a
ion, shall be eligibleto the office of hilly, or rolling, how it is watered, whether ing July 15, and since, at 12 places;
subsequently require coatings of paint small cartridge charged with pure rifie school inspector.
mucti swamp or sand-plains, ^f the swamps are scarlet fever at 11 places, measles at
Page 168— Section 17— Every person reclaimable, aud if there is any available watei- 13 places and small-poxat 5 places, os
•or any other external application. A powder, and similar in all respects, exjwwer.
writer in the New York Times, describ- cept size, to the ordinary pistol cart- of the age of 21 years who has property
What is the generalcharacter of the soil in follows : At Detroit (4 cases), at Flint
liable to assessment for school taxes in
different parts of this territory? Also ot the 20 cases), at Lansing (1 case), July 15;
ing the process,says “ the system of ridge. The other explodes a detonating
any school district,and who has resided sub-soil?
at Grand Rapids (3 new cases), July 16,
treatment requires the artificial rusting wafer charged with a fulminatingcom- therein three mouths next preceding any
What are the prevailing varieties of timber? and in the township of Greenfield,
What are the successful crops ? Any infor- Wayne county, July 19.
of the iron before it can be rendered pound. The latter is supposed to be school meeting held in said district, or
of a

man who was running a

.1
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rust proof.” If this is true

it

is cer-

tainly curious.

The

Rev. Henry Giles, who died re-

cently in Boston, was a brilliant and
scholarly Irishman, who lived a sad
for1

many years. He was a

life

Unitarian

clergyman, but never had a settlement,
his unfortunate deformity standing
his

way.

in

Mr. Giles was a dwarf and

hunchback, with a large head, swarthy
complexion and heavy features. He
married a wife about thirty years ago, as
•the result of a

courtship conducted en-

tirely by letter. The

lady

fell in love

'with his intellectas seen in his writings,

the dangerous weapon. The fulminate who has resided three months next preceding such meeting on any territory
of mercury with which the wafer is
belonging to such districtat the
charged is known to be a nerve-poison time of holding said meeting, shall be
when taken into the circulation.It can a qualified voter in said meeting upon
be administered internally without dan- all questions, and all other persons who
are 21 years of age and are the parents
ger. But if it passes into the system from
or legal guardians ot any children inthe outside through an abrasion or cut, cluded in the school census of the disit will almost surely produce lockjaw, trict, aud who have for three months, as
and ultimately cause death. The toy aforesaid, been residents of said district,
or upon any territory belonging thereto
pistols are clumsy instruments. The
at the time of bolding any school meetwafers seldom explode promptly, and,
shall be entitled to, vote on all
even when they do, throw off’ sparks and questionsarising in said districtwhich
fragments that may break the skin of do not directly involve the raising of
the pistol-hand.If through these money by tax.
Page 171— Section 4— Any qualified
wounds the fulminateof mercury gets voter iu any school discrict who has
into the blood, lockjaw is a natural re- property liable to assessment for school
sult. This is tiie best explanationof the taxes shall be eligible to election or ap-

mg,

and they exchanged many letters, and
till they came together to get many deaths indirectlycaused by the
married. They lived in apparent happi- toy pistol that we have been able fo
ness for some years, when Mr. Giles had find. Whether it is the correct one or
the still further misfortune to be stricken not, parents will be wise to keep that
’with paralysis. He lost the use of his dangerous toy, without reference to its
legs from this, and by a second stroke constructionor the manner in which it
which followed later was deprived of all is charged, away from their children.
power of motion otherwise. In this
way he lived a long time, during which Preacher, Builder and Blacksmith.
never met

*

ibis wife died

and

left

him almost literal-

Few men in Maine have crowded more
ily alone in the world. Mr. Giles is genuine hard work into their lives than
•descriliedas a natural orator, and he had Elder John Spinney, of Starks, a Freewill Baptist clergyman, 64 vears old.
a good analytical mind, as well as decided
The old gentlemanis a blacksmith by
irhetoricaltalent.
trade, having worked twenty years at
that business. When 19 years old he
Bennett, the janitor of the Elizabeth commenced preaching,frequentlywalk«(N. J.) bank, has taught the cus- ing ten miles to church on a Sunday,
preaching two sermons, and returning
todians of money another trick to guard
on foot at night In his life he has
against. He had a room directly under
moved thirty-eight times, and has
the bank, with a gas-pipe hole in the erected twenty-threebuildings. Among
ceiling,which was immediately under other things he has delivered over 8,000
'

sermons, attended over 200 funerals in
Starks, married over 200 couples, bapdrawer and directly into the bottom of
tized over 200 people, and raised a fami4he counter he turned a screw ring, or ly of ten children.—A ugusta (Me.)
'** deadeye,” and another into the face of
journal.

•the cash drawer. Over the center of the

the

counter,

so that a cord running

pointment to
trict unless
,

.

office in

.

such

mation as to the results of cultivation of both
farm crops and garden vegetables will be espe-

useful.
Has the cultivation of fruits been tested ? If
so, what varieties,and with what results? ’If
more fruits are grown than are needed for
home consumption, where are the markets for
surplus crops ?
About what does it cost per acre to clear
timbered lands sufficientlyfor the plow ? Are
there any convenient local markets for wood
cially

!

school dis-

such person be an alien.

Michigan Crop Report for July.
[Prepared ami published by the Secretaryof State.;

For this report returns have been received from 902 ccrrespondents,representing 685 townships. Five hundred
and fifty-six of these returns are from
389 townships in the southern four tiers

timber has been cut?

wheat columns
If there are any State roads which run
in the crop and stock reports returned through this territory,or any portion thereof,
to this office by supervisors,shows that state their direction aud the places they traverse
the number of acres of wheat harvested and connect. What is the general character of.
th** highways?
in Michigan in 1881 was 1,669,405. miniWhat is the character of the water used in
her of bushels 20,173,471, aud number the household,aud is it easily obtained? What
of acres in wheat at the time the assess- : is the u»ual depth of wells? '
It to desirable to give some idea of the length
ment was taken this year (will lie harof tbe sessons. About what time does the
vested this year) 1,718,155.
The probable aggregate yield in tbe
.TX
State tins year as shown by the figures ground freeze to any considerabledepth?
at hand is 31,420,834 bushels, an average About what time do farmers expect to begin
of 18.29 bushels per
I'prioK plowiug? If a record to convement,
The aggregate yield is obtained by
multiplyingthe acreage m each county What is the generalcharscter of the populaat the time the assessment was taken by tiou, aud where did the settlersmaiuiy come
the average yield per acre as estimated from ?
What U the general condition of the pnblio
by correspondents,and taking the sum

from Oastle Garden into Nassau street,
enjoying the sights. They stopped in
front of the window of an enterprising

first footing of the

sign and emblem-maker, who had a
brass eagle displayed. “Whatever is
that?” said one of the children,“is R
an ’en ?” “No, child,” said the mother,
“it is a howl.” “Stuff!” exclaimed

j

^boM'i,

^

I

acre.

of the totals.

Owing to the backwardness of the season harvestingwill begin from ten to
twenty days later than usual. Contin-

i

•

the father, “ hit’s a Hamerican beagle,
a hemblem of this blarsted country F’

Adhdul Pobteb’s office at his $60,*
000 house in Washingtonis quite a nautical curiosity shop. There are some old
pieces of furniture, a few books in cases,
a

number of drawings and photographs
a

on the walls. In one corner are half

hundred models of torpedoes, with very

On

harmless tin tubes and pine stems.
schools ?
SVhat are the prevailing diseases ?
a stand on one side of the
is a
Are there auy local industriesbesides farm- working model of the steamer Alarm.
ing carried ou outside of towns aud villages—
Little brasa guns and bits of ships, pacuch as lumbering, cutting lies, posts and tele-

"Some people,” says Alphonse Karr,
•‘are always finding fault with nature uod rains cauae oome flirty a, to tbe
io itself and withouta sound. A disk of for putting thorns on roses ; I always final ontcome of the crop.
demand for produce? If so, specify them.
lead was fastened to the end of the string thank her for putting roses on thorns."
The Hessian fly and other insects are
Is there such a demaud for common labor
through both would work at right angles

Japanese English.

For the lienefltof English visitorsto
to be used as fuel? What are the usual
rates, in such markets, per cord for hard aud
the Grand Exhibition at Osaka, the ausoft wood ?
thoritiesare stated to have affixed tha
Are there any United States lauds in the terfollowing notices in various parte of the
ritory described that are suitablefor fanning
building: “ Visitors not allowed to touch
purpose*?
Are there are any State lamb of aimilar char- the articles without permissionof watchacter ?
men •” “ Visitors most recomplaoethe
If there are any railroadlauds, what to their
articlesif they have done any .damage;”
general character?
“First entrance for visitorsto visit all
Are there any good unimprovedlands iu the
arranging
of articles.”The crowning
market^ that were originally taken up ou account of their agricultural value, upon which effort seems to have been the following
the timber has not been cut V Can such tracts mysterious inscription upon a curious
be obtainedwithin a few miles of settlements antique canoe: “This boat was diggen
or railroadstations, and about what is the
on from the ground which is belongs
range iu prices at which they are held ? Into
8. 8akura’s own property when was
quiries are frequent in connectionwith this
digging up the river called Itachi-kawa
subject, and particulars regardiug quality of
soil aud timber and accessibilityof suoti lauds at Numba-mura, 1878. Therefore this
will be very useful
is an ancient boat, which had been used
Similar inquiries to the preceding, affecting
before or after thousand years, and pertheir value for farming purposes, aud the
prices at which they are held, apply also to haps this is ancient Utoubo-Ftme.”
stump lauds." What has beeu the expertOrnithological.
fncj
"h? Uve tested the quality of
lauds in that neighborhood from wuich pine
An immigrant English family strolled

°r

of counties.

The

For the week ending July 15 sanitary
inspectors report 10 cases of measles
brought by immigrants arriving at Port
Huron, and 5 cases of measles among
those arriving at Detroit
Henry B. Baker. Secretary.

room

pers and documents and books scattered
over three desks, a case of stuffed birds
and countless things of interest catch

as

the eye.

•

J

All kinds

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS, Editor.

w

East Twelfth

29. 1882.

,

Burdock

District.

found at

25-2

Street,

Special Assessment

Water Melons, Apples, Plums, and Peaches
to be

SaiukdaV, July

Proposed Improvement of

of early vegetables, such as

Tomatoes, Cucumbers, and Cabbage; also

PESSINK’S.

Citt or Holland.
Clerk’s Office July flth, 1882.

I

(

To Mrs. Harm Sralts. John Van Anrool, Jan Van
of the latest brands as
S2NAT0E FEEEY.
Wm. J. Scott, Wm. O. Mells, Mrs. R. Bchol“Our Martyrs,” representingour fallen Vorst,
ten, H. Kromers, 6. Van Scheiven,Edward VauPresidents, Lincoln and Garfield,with pell, Mrs. E. E. Myrick,Jacobus Meeuwsen, Hans
The strife between Jiepublicnn8 of Michtheir assassins,Booth and Guiteau. Try Thompson, LammertTer Beek, Wm. B. Glimore,
for political positions have often been
Isaac F. Bangs, Hendrik Niemeyer,John G. Halsthem. The best 5 center in the city, at
man, Helena H. Pfanstlehl,Hope College. P. Baarvery exciting and warm, but have always
25-2
PESSINK. man, Bastiaan Bteketee, John Haverkate, Dirk
Sluyter.Otlfc Breyman, N. K. Albee, City of Holthus far been honorable. The opponents
land, and any and all other persons interested in
of Senator Ferry’s re-election have inanituthe premiseshereinafter named:
You and each of you are hereby notified:
rated, In circulating a disreputablesheet
That the Common Council of the City of Hoidefaming his character, a mode of camland have caosod to bo made and deposited with

CnoiCK cigars

Blood

w

paigning which

is

undoubtedly bear

dishonorableand

BOOHSTE,

HI.

will

Bitters

the City Clerk for public examination, the profiles,
diagramsand estimates of the expensefor the proposed grading, claying and gravefing of a part of
Twelfth Street in said City, to wit: from River to
Fish street.

fatal resultsto the insti-

gators. The National Veteran of Washing-

Cures Scrotal*, Erysipelas,

Pimples and Face

That said improvement was determined upon
by the Common Connell at their meeting of June
14th, 1882, at which meeting It was resolved:
sketch of Senator Ferry. His opponents
That all of that part of Twelfth street as aforehave thought it worth while to produce an
said bo graded, the entire width thereof,pursuant
The oldest establishedStable in the city.
to grade and profile to be established by the Comelaborate review of this sketch, which
mon Connell as hereinafterfarther directed; ’
they seem to have regarded as a dangerMarket Street, near Eighth, That the stumps be removed and the side-walks
and cross-walks along said part of Twelfth street,
ous campaign document, and iu order to
as aforesaid,taken up whereverthis shall be made
I have 'the newest and best HEARSE in this necessary, and relalu upon the grade to be estabget it before the public, and epecially becity, with the finest horses and carriagesfor funeral lishedas above set-fortn,after the grading work
proper Is completed;
fore the veteran soldieis, have created a
purposes, which I will furnish
That after such grading Is completed a road-bed

ton

recently published a biographical

On

newspaperwith a name that must have
been intended to carry the idea that it was
the organ of the grand army of the repub-

as cheap,

if

not cheaper

than any party in this city.

H. BOONE.

lic. The Grand Army /ouhujJ, dated July

Holland, July 28th,

25-lf

1882.

1882, “Vol II., No. 89,” is said to be

15,

the only issue of that periodical

Notice.

that has

VTOTICB

Is hereby given that I, E. Van der
Wall. Township Drain Commissioner of the
township of Jamestown, In the county of Ottawa,
will, on the 10th day of August, A. D. 1882. at the
house of Thomas W. Brown, in said township, at
nine o’clock in the forenoon, meet parties for the
purpose of letting contracts for the construction
of a drain in said township, known as the “Otter
Creek Drain,” commencing at a point 120^ rods
west, and 2 rods north of the s e corner of sec. 16,
T. 6 N., R. 13 VV.. and runs through the following
described lands:
sej* sec. 21, s4 of n H
n e K and w 18-40 n
ne K *l*c. 21. w ^ se
sec. 21, e # s e * sec. 21, w
n
n e K sec. 28.
n e * frt n S b e * see 28.
s ** „
n

li

ever yet seen the light. Its editor is a

man

sailing

and
him

Senator

under the name

of A. T. Bissel,

Sherman once characterized
in a sworn statement, as an unmitigated scoundel,liar and dead beat. Common report in Washingtonand in this
stale, charges Congressman Hubbell with
being the person who is making use of
him in this case. If such report does Mr.
Hubbell injusticehe should at once disclaim all connection with the paper. If
the report does not do him injustice he
will find that the language and methods

wH

s

K

X

s

eX

x

e

sec 28.
n e
(except one acre) sec. 28. and w
n w V VC- !M.
all of T. 5 N.. R. 13 VV. The demenslons will be
stated st the time of letting; And that I will then
and there proceed to let contracts for the construction of the same, bv sectlous as I have apportioned and dividedthe same, and that such
of a pot-house politician cannot be success- contracts will be let to the persons who will do th«
work according to the specificationsthereof,made
fully introduced into a Michigan senatorial hr me, and now remaining in mv office, for the
least sum of money, and who will give adequate
contest.
securityfor the performanceof the same within
The general tone of the review in ques- such time as shall be specifiedin such contracts
respectively,the undersigned reserving the right to
tion cannot be better illustrated then by reject any and all bids.
Notice it alto henby piwn, That at the time and
the following extract:
place of said letting ot contracts,the assessment
Unquestionably this eulogy, or sketch, of benefitsmade by me will be subject to review.
Dated this 25th day of July. A. D. 1882.
is a magnificent production—a shallow,
s e

Tne

Detroit Pott

and Tribune in an

his

H

Theboaidofschool examiners

of Ottawa counmeet to examine applicants to teach in the
public schoolsof said county at the following
ty will

places snd times:
Coopersvllle,Aug. 23. 1882. in the union school.
Holland. Ang. 29. 1882, in the union school.
Grand .Haven, Oct. 27 1882, in the court house.
Applicants for the third grade will be required to
pass a satisfactory examination in orthography,
reading, writing, grammar, geography,arithmetic,
theory, and art of teaching, U.
history and

edi-

posi-

THEWONDER

that

tried,

his

Jfyffttl $t>ti(C<5.

Holland, June

9.

1882.

DRY GOODS

18—

STOCK

TSTEJ-W

»

NOTIONS,
DRESS GOODS,

CASHMERES,
DELAINES,

GINGHAMS.
CALICOES,
TABLE ‘LINEN,

SOOTS & SHOES GENTS' FORNiSlG
-

Just received

at

--

GOODS.

DUTCHESS OVERALLS,

&c.

A Full Line of

E.

Connell.

HEROLD, Hats

and Caps,

Eighth Street, Holland, Mich.

Fresh Groceries
FLOUR AND FEED.
A large and elegant stock of FINE Ladies and
Gentleman'sShoes, Gaiters and 81 ppers.

OF MICHIGAN:TheOIrcnitCourt for

the county of Ottawa, in chancery.

--

:

o

G.

Von Putten A Sons.

Holland, March 24th, 1882.

FROM

:-

The undersigneddesires

to call

the attention of

the people ot Hollandand vicinityto the fact that
he has purchasedthe

First

Ward Grocery House

COR. EIGHT

Jc

FISH STREETS,

and Is prepared-toserve the public with t.er
thing that pertains to a first-class

GROCERY

Store

Butter & Eggs always
on hand.

Farmers and

GIVE ME A CALL.
Don’t forget the place No. 192, Eighth street,
cor. Fish.
F. DEN UYL.
Holland, Mich., April 21,

j

12-ly.

1882.

OF HEALING!

No

other

______ > HcnrilpSi

tion hsa eared so many oases of these dls*
trwalnccom plaints is the Extract.

Hemorrhages,
Btomsch, Noae, or from any cause, Is speedily controlledand stopped.

Diphtheria ail Sore Throat,
promptly. It la t aura cure. Delay

le

Ear Piles, Bllad, Meedlaa ar Itchiaff lt la the greatestknown remedy.
OtnttUm.— POND'S BITRACT hit been imitated. The genuine hoe the words “POND'S

.

I

f

Woodsmen,

YE, and
KATE N
Defendant*. J
In purenanceand by virtue of a decree of the
We will buy all the Stave and Heading
Circuit Court for the County of Ottawa, In chancery, made in the above entitled cam*e. on May Bolls you cun make and deliver the year
fifteenth, A. D.1882; Notice la hereby given that on
round, viz:
the Eighth day of August A. D. 1882,
Oak Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
at one o’clock in the afternoon of *ald day. at the
vVhite Ash Stave Bolts, 80 inches long.
front door of the Court lloare tn the City of Grand
Haven, Ottawa County. Michigan, (aaid court bonne Elm Slave Bolts, 33 Inches long.
WEBB'S ECLECTRIC MEDICINE.
being the place of holding the circuit court in Mid Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
county ol Ottawa) I, tne aubscrlber, a circuit
It is a positiveand eflectnalremedy for all NervBlack
Ash
Heading
Bolls
88
inches
long.
court commianioner in and for .aid county, will
ous Diseases In every stage of life— yonng or old,
aell at public anctlon to the hlgheatbidder the
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 Inches long. male or female. Such as Impotency,Prostration,
land* and premises deacribedin said decree, be- Pine Heading Boils, 20 inches long.
loss of Strength, loss of Vitality,Defective Meming all of that certain piece or parcel of land situaFor making contractsor further in- ory, Impaired Brain Power, and diseases from
ted in the city of Holland, county of Ottawa, and
which an unnatural waste of life springyall «
State of Michigan, and dearribed as follow*,viz.: formationapply to Fixier’s Slave Factory.
which cannot fall to undermine the whole system
A certain piece or parcel of lot numberedone in
Every organ Is weakened, every power Pr2Btr®[®{1,
c JAS. KONING, Supt.
block numbered forty-two(42) in said cltv of Holand many forms of disease are generatedwhich,
land, and more particularlydescribed by its boundif not checked, pave the way to an early death, it
ary lines, as follows, commencing on the northeast corner of said lot numbered one (1) and run-

YE.

N

ning thence on the north line of said lot seventysix and nine-twelfths feet (769 12) west and thence
runningsouth parallelwith the ea»t lino thereof to
the sonth line of said lot; and thence rnnning east
seventy-six and nine-twelfths(76 ft-12) feet to the
sonth-east corner of said lot numbered one H) and
thence north on the east line of said lot to the
place of beginning.
Dated June 21et. A. D. 1882.

treatment. Write for pamphlet, which will b»
sent free, with full particulars.

Yonng Men and Women will not or.ly save money but valuable time in the future by attending the
Grand Rapids Business College,where they will
receive a Thorough,Quickening, Practical education. Send for College Journal.

m‘il
A Cure

Guaranteed.

Sold In Hollandby D. R.

Buffalo,

Meengs.

co
N-i-

blown inthtglaet, and our picture
trademark on surrounding buf wrapper. Non*
other ie genuine. Always insist on hating
POND'S SITRACT. Take noother preparation.
It i* never mid in bulk or by measure.

srrcuLTm and Torcrr ArncLxs.
POND'S EXTRACT .......... 50c., $1-00, St.76Toilet Cream- ....... 1.00 Catarrh Cure ..... 75
Dantlfrica-.......... 50 Plaiter ........... 25
Up Salve ........... 25 lnhaleKGIaM50c)1.00
Toilet Soap(3CakesL 60 NaialSyrlnge--— 25
Ointment ........... 50 MedicatedPaper* •• 25
Family Syrlnga,U-OO-

LADixa,read paaea 13, 1ft, 91 and 98 of our
Hew Pamphlet, which accompany each bottle.
^"Oua New Pamphletwith Hwtobt of
ora Peepaeationa beet FBEE oe apfucatioe

West

14th St,

New York.

Full line of above preparations,dis
in one of Pond’s Extract Co. Show
Cases sold by H. WALSH, Holland Mich.

W-iy

AREND VISBCHER,
CircuitCourt Commissioner, Ottawa County,
Michigan.
J. C. Post, Solicitorfor Complainant.

1882. SPRING AND SUMMER. 1882

EXTRACT'

’POND’S EXTRACT CO.f

cauned

CITY BAKERY.

Brow

VAN PUTTEN& SONS.
SPRING Sc SUMMER

CALL AND SEE US.

w.

Catarrh.

goods, which arc sold very cheap, at the dlayed,

25-2w

G.

will leave the dock at the head of Black Lake
every week dav. commencingMonday, June 12th,
for Macatawa Park and return at. 8 a. m. and at 1:90
p. m., and 4 p. m.. and return to Holland, at 12 m.,
2:45 p. m., and 8 p. m. Fare for round trip 25
cents.

OTATE

FREDERICK O.

The Bstraet le the orfly
apedffo for this disease,
Cold InHesd, Ac. Oar “CatarrhOara,”
specially prepared
' to meet set
serious cases. Our
ie for use In ce&
If aeal Byriage iovstaebl
torrhslaffections, Is simple a
and Inexpensive.

14

of

RECEIVED

steam yacht

23-ly.

153

opponents.

the large stuck

HVIEEISTOS.

Complainant.

true and honett Senator in the minds of our

Examine

fast

Henry F.

O

O

we must allow our readers to settle with

of

R.

Probate Order.

WHEATON B. GIBSON.

honesty of the whole thing is a question

the disadvantage

3D,

at the Store of

The new and

GEO. H. SIPP, City Clerk.

QTATE

an old adage that everything

to

JUST

Chancery Sale.

“is fair in war, love, or politics,”but the

readers,

For Sale by

ATTENTION

scheme of using
alleged Grand Army Journal to
vilify Senator Ferry may bring him into
collisionwith the Postofflce Department,
and no one will pity him if he comes to
grief. Senator Ferry has raised the question very promptly whether the document
is to go through the malls as secondclaas matter, though upon his showing
tber*» really seems to be uo question about
It. Hubbell Is not so shrewd a politicianas
he fancies himself, if he thinks such dirty
tacticts will win in a Senatorial campaign.
Michigan Republicansare not overscrupulous on some points, but they do
hesitate a littlewhen it comes to fouling
there own ntst. And It is very much like
fouling their own nest to besmear the
Senator whom they have kept at Washington for so many years.”

the

—

LAKE MICHIGAN.

them.

“ Hubbell’s little

still remain

—AND

SYSTEM!

the

Senator Ferry will

MACATAWA PARK

TREATMENT PAINLESS

malignant and dishonorable attack upon
Senator Ferry:

but

FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
Price SI.60 per bottle. Be sure and ask fot
Dr. Marchlsl'sUterine Catholicon. Take no other.

NO CURE! NO PAY.
CURE GUARANTEED

Even the democratic Detroit Free Prett

themselves, and we have no fear

MarchlsPs Uterine Catholicon will cure fallthe womb, Lucorrhcea, Chronic Inflammation and Ulceration of the Womb, Incidental
Hemorrhage or Flooding, Painfal, Suppressed
and Irregular Menstruation,
Kidney Complaint,
and ia especiallyadapted to the Change of Life.
Send for pamphlet free. All letters of inquiry
freely answered. Addressas above.
Dr.

ing of

OF MICHIGAN, County of Ottawa, ss.
At a session of the Probate Court of the
County of Ottawa,holden at the Probate Office,
duties of teachers.
E. HEROLD.
In additionto those of the third grade the in the Cltv of Grand Haven in said County, on
Holland, Mich., Sept. 1, 1880.
following branches will be requiredto obtain a Saturday the eighth dav of July In the year one
first grade certificate: Algebra, bookkeeping, thousandtight hundred and eighty-two.Present:
natural philosophy, physiology, history of Englisn Bami'EL L. Tatk. Judge of Probate.
In ihe matter of the estate of Arend Van Duren
literature, and school law.
Applicant for the firstand second grades will deceased.
On rending and filing the petition,duly verified,
bring a certificate from the chairman of the township board of school inspectors,showing ihat thev of Gerrit J. Van Duren, representingthat said
have taught the required time with ability and Arend Van Daren, lately died In said county of
Ottawa Intestate,leaving real estatein said county
success.
of Ottawa, and praying among other things that this
All applicants will present testimonials of good
moral character,recommendationsirom township court mav adjudicate and determine the heirs at
law of said deceased, and who are entitled to said
school officers prefered.
Applicants are required to be present promptly real estate. Thereupon it is ordered, that Monat 9 a. m. and to remain until all of the examina- day the
Seventh day of August,
tions are completed.
By order of the Board of School Examiners of next at one o’clock,in the afternoon, he assigned
for the hearing of said petition,and that the heirs
Ottawa county, Michigan.
at law of the said deceased, and all other persons
JAB. P. ZWEMER, Secretary.
Interested in said estate, are required to appear
Spring Last, July 10, 1882.
at a session of said Court, then to he holden at the
40000 OPERATIONS AND NOT ONE DDATH
probate office,in Grand Haven, in said County,
and show canse, if any there he, why the prayer
of the petitioner shonld not he granted: And it Is IDR.BRINWItHOFF'S
H. D. Post has just opened the finestassortment further ordered, that said petitionergive notice to
Dr. BrinkerhotTs assistant,8. B. Jamison,M. D.,
are from one the person interested in said estate of the penof GOLD PENS in the city. They are
of the oldest and best manufacturers In New York, dency of said petition and the hearing thereof by will be at the City Hotel, Holland, Mich., Aug. 10.
causing
a
copy
of
ihia
order
to
be
published
in
the
8ept.
7. Oct. 5, Nov. 2 and 80, Dec. 28, 1882; and
and pens are warranted 14 k. gold. Call and see
Holland City News a newspaperprintedand Jan. 25. Feb. 22, March 22. April 19, May 17, June
23-4w.
circulated In said County of Ottawa, for three 14 1883, Consultation free.
8. B. JAMISON, M. D.
surcrsslve weeks previous to said day of hearing.
A trne copy. ( Attest.)
22-4w BA MU EL L. TATE, Judge of Probate

has a word to say in condemnation of this

is

Common

A POSITIVE CORE FOR FEMALE COMPLAINTS.
This remedy wilt act In harmony with the Female system at all times, and also immediately
upon the abdominal and uterinemuscles, and retore them to a healthyand strong condition.

nils

is

There

By Order of the

MAECHISrS

It,

UTERINE CATHOLICON,

FOSTER, MILBURN&CO, Prop’i,Buffalo, N.Y.

made.

8

government.
To obtain a second grade certificatea higher
average percentagewill be requiredand the following branches will be auded: Physiology,
elementary algebra, single entry bookkeeping,
and so much of the school law as p retains to the

UTICA. N.Y.,
Dlaooverer of D

A course of BunlockBlood Bitten will sathfr thS
most skepticalthat It is the Greatest Blood Purifies on
earth. Sold by medicine dealers every»here.
Directions in elena languages.PHICK,

That on Wednesday the 9th day of August, 1882.
at 7 30 p. m., the Common Council will meet at
their Rooms to consider any objections to said estimate, plans, diagrams and profiles, that may be

civil

not the main thing at issue in
the present discussion.The point we
wish to make is that the attack upon him
which has been sent out apparentlyunder
the direction of Mr. Hubbell is grossly
abusive in substance and in manner, and
is an insult to the intelligenceof Michigan
people. It cannot be justified by any code
of political warfare. It Is unworthy of a
representative of Michigan in congress,
and of the constituentsbe represen Is. Mr.
Hubbell or any other citizens has a right
lo become a senatorial candidate and to
take all honorable means to secure an election; but no one has in decency a right to
make a malignant and scurrilousper
sanal onslaught upon bis competitor.
There is somlbing due to the dignity of
the State and whatever they may be
allowed to do in Washington,congressmen
should learn the importanceor good manners and decency, when they are dealing
with people at home.
tion

#

Examination of Teachers.

following

for

s e ){

_

language:
Senator Ferry’s fitness

«

EI.KK VAN DER WALL,
Townthip Di-ain Committiontrof the Townthip
of Jamettown. ,
25-2w

egotistical,but characteristic effort. Its
hero is described as a bachelor of fifty five,
“in the lull vigor of manhood,” and is no
doubt a genius of the rarest order— a veteran political warrior— the victor of a thousand fights. From it we learn that the
“Hon. Thus. W.” “was born”— an important and distinguishing incident in the
veteran's life, and one in which tne present
generation is deeply interested,as certaiuly will be the latest posterity. Of his paternal ancestry the “Hon. Thos. W.” is
profuse and emphatic in his knowledge.
“He was begot by bis father,” another
and distinguishing incident in the brillant
life of the veteran. He was begot by his
father,an enterprising, “pious cuss” of
the ancient Presbyteriansect— a clergyman— a renowned pater and chorister in
the elysium of the “Elect”— a teacher in
the “vast wilderness” of the lovely savage
thus handsomely anticipatiugthe splendid
philanthropy in the present day of Granny
Dawes and the “Hub”— way back in those
prehistoricgenerations when the amiable
grizzly and polite “poor Lo” were the
sole masters of heathen Michigan.

torial, speaks of the attack in the

sec. 28. e
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be constructed of clay and gravel,along the center
of said part of Twelfth street, as follows:the
average thickness of clay and gravel to be nine
inches, viz: lour Inches of clay and five inches of
gravel; the clay bed to be five Inches thick In the
center of the street, and to taper down to three
inches at the sides; the gravelbed to be seven inches thick in the center of the streetand taper
down to three inches at the sides; the clay to be
put down first; the width of said clay and gravel
beds to be twenty feet or less, to be further determined by the Common Council at the time of letting, with a view of keeping the entire costs of
said Improvement within the limit of twelve hundred dollars as prayed for by the petitioners;the
quality of both clay and pnvel to oe approvedby
the Common Connell at the time of letting the job;
That the expense and coMs of said Improvement
and work be defrayed by a special assessmentupon
the Isnd and premises abuttingupon that part
of said Twelfthstreet as aforesaid; and that the
frontage of Centennal Park, or Market Square,
on said Twelfth street and the intersections of
Fish. Cedar, Market and River street with said
part of Twelfth street as aforesaid, be assessed
against the city and paid from the General Fund;
that the taking up and re laying of cross-walks,if
such should become necessary, be done by street
commissionerunder instructionsof the Common
Cnnnsil;
That the lots and lands upon which said special
assessmentshall be levied shall includethe south
half of block fifty (occupied as one parcel by Hope
College): lots one, two. three, fonr, five, six, seven,
and eight in block fifty-three; lots nine, ten. eleven,
twelve, thirteen, fourteen,flffteen. and sixteen In
block fort) -nine; lots one, two, three, four, five
and six In block fifty-four;and lots one, two,
three,four and five tn block fifty-five,or such subdivisions of said lots, blocks or lands as mav be
abutting upon said part of Twelfthstreet as aforesaid; also Centennial Park, or Market Square,
Irontlng upon said part of Twelfth streetand also
the street intersections where said part of Twelth
street crosses Fish. Cedar, Market and River
streets; and the said lands and premises shall be
designated and are hereby,declaredto constitute
Special Street Districtfor the purpose of special
assessment,to defray the costs and expense of
grading, claying and graveling and otherwise improving said part ol Twelfth streetas aforesaid,
said district to be known as "East Twlfth Street
SpecialAssessment District."

DR. J. B. MARCHISI,

Grubs,
Blotches, Boils, Tumors, Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum,
Scald Head, Sores, Mercurial
Diseases, Female Weakness
and Irregularities, Dizziness,
Loss of Appetite, Juandice,
Affections ot the Liver, Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and General Debility.

P

GRAY’S SPECIFIC MEDICINE.
TRADEMARK The Great En-TRADE

S3

gllsh Remedy,
nn unfailingcure
for seminal weak
ness, 8 perm a-

Kid Gloves, Fans, Beads,

torrhea, Impotency, and all

_

__

lEFBII

Diseases thatfol-

lowasaseqnence
of Self Abase ;tas

TAKI«R.^lveIs?ieUMh*^Takill&

tudo. Pain in the Back, Dimness of Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other Diseases that
lead to Insanity or Consumption and a Premature Grave.
pM“Full particulars In our pamphlet, which we
desire to send free by mail to every one. The
Bpeciflc Medicine is sold by all drug} i*t at $1 per
package, or six packages for $5, or will be sent
free by mall on receipt of the money, by ad-

dressing THE GRAY MEDICINE CO.

No. 106 Main Street.Buffalo,N. Y.
For Sale in HollandbyIleber Walsh. 32-ly

Bonnets, Dress and Hair Ornaments, Worsted, Canvas,
Cardboard, Cord and Tassels, Rushes, Collars, Man*
telets, Infants Cloaks, Veiling, Silks, Moire Antique and Plain Velvets, Crape, Laces, Flowers,
Feathers,

and a

full* assortment of

the latest styles of Hats and

Bonnet* Ribbons Moire Antique, plain and fancy.

L.

&

S.

VAN DEN BERGE,

HTQELTH STREET

Summer

Don’t

has arrived.'

JOTTINGS.
play of “

tains fun

--

j

Rip Van Winkle ”

enough

to

make

con-

—

The Democratic State Convention

evening.

fine relreshing

we

will

The

for

first

First Ref.

call to the

time.

Church

Rev. D.

K.

Netherlands.
Mr. Chas. Waring, started last Monday

A Fire

on a trip to the eastern part of the State.

He

Mr. H. Boone advertises in

Grand Rapids Monday aftA

at

this

lumber issue his elegant new hearse, his

loss Is estimated at about $125,000 with

damage was done and nobody was

in-

insurance of

jured.

an 'than any one in the city.

$18,000.

List of lettersremaining in the

I

We

call the attention of

our readers to

the notice, in another column, of the

post-

office at Holland, Mich., July 20lh, 1882: County Board of Examiners. The Board
Dr. G. Hynes and daughter, of Allegan,
Mrs. Dora J. Brown, A. J. Hill, T. D. will examine teachers, in the various
while fishing in Macatawa Bay last Friday,
Powers, Alva Pattee, Mrs. A. J. Stern, branches of study, in this city on Tuesday,
succeeded in landing a 25 pound musAugust
Dick Wolters, John Weber Wild.

23.
--

kallonge.

Wm. Verbekk, P. M.
Swift will

fill the

position,

By

keep on hand a full atock of

giving Robert

McWade a

,

The Grand River Valley Medical
ty bold its next regular meeting in

good

White Lead, Brtuhe*, Etc.

is too well

the public to need any

recommen-

dation.

fine

I

No

DR. icHOUTEN’8 COMPOUND

SYRUP OF RHUBARB,

week’s known to

the Michigan Barrel Co., horses and carriages which he will furnumber of dwelling houses. The nish for funerals,as cheap, if not cheaper

a

We

on Friday,

_

able excitementlast Saturday night.

Mr. Wm. M.

General Hardware

Republican County Convention

will be held in the court house

in the yards of

A lively runaway furnishedconsider- and

•

FAMILY

1, in-

Weilinga, of the August 18tb. The State Convention will
be held in Kalamazoo, August 30.
,

noon, destroyed five million feet of

will be gone about three weeks.

The

(majority) of

extendeda third unanimous

this city, have

some

In—*—

near luture.

damages.

were blessed with a

shower, the

SPECIFIC

Star Hook and Ladder Co., No.

Mr. D. C. Henderson, of the Allegan tend giving an excursion to Mukegon on
Journal, for libel, and claims $10,000 the steamer Douglas, some time in the

be held in the city of Jackson, August 28.

Last Thursday

-deal era

& Sons,

from Pcla, Iowa, Isst Thursday morning.

Mr. R. Koning, of Overysel, has sued

part of this week.

-

Miss Maggie Plugger arrived home

enjoyable

a very

Exthembly hot weather during the
first

H. Ranters

to-night.

The
Hot, no very warm.
----

forget the moonlight excursion

Socie-

Holland

It is enough to say, as is proTeu
by numerous testimonials, and hundreds
besides who have used it, that it it exactly what is claimed for it. If yon or
your children are troubled with diorrhoBt,
one or two doses will convince you as to
the merits of the preparation. In complaints of children it has no equsl. It
being a Tonic for the bowels, cures til
these miserable complaints, when not of
too old standing, with a few doses. It
does not only check the Diarrhoea, but
after being stopped,it moves the bowels
naturally again.

ANTI-BILIOUS and

PILLS. These

EXPECTORANT

-

Doors, Sash and Glass,
I

Garden Tools, Lawn Mowers,

OIL STOVES.

REFRIGERATORS

DRAIN

1

ILE.

Pills are rapidly taking

City, Tuesday, August 1, 1882. Members the place of all others. They are composed of the most valuable tonic, alteraWest Michigan Railway, recently made
are expected to bring their wives, and
Gas, Steam Fitting and Pump
tive and cathartic properties known, and,
enthusiasm of the performance,but will
vacant by the promotion of Mr. John
spend a portion of the day at Macatawa acting directly upon the liver, stomach
throw out an inducement for other firstDriving promptly done
Ver Schure.
and bowels, effectually purify the blood.
J. W. Cooper, See']/.
in the freight.

depot of the Chicago and

audience, we will not only add to the

class

companies to

visit this

city. Let us

^ark.

Their action la mild, yet always cleansing,
understand /Pour or five hundred men will com- but never griping or painful. If you use
them once, you will always prefer them
a resident of Olive, was bitten by a rattle- Vthat by a little effort we can have a “Hazel Anence work on the construction, of the
above
all others.
snake. Everythingwas done to stay the IKirke” company here this fall.
Chicago & West Michigan Railroad,the
"OLD
• ABE” BITTERS. These Bitpoisonons effects of the reptiles bile, but
r Next Saturday, August 5th, the passen- Walkup line, which is to be extended to ters are an excellent Tonic and Appetizer,
without success. She died Sunday morn-/
Traverse City. This force of men will be and are very popular with those who are
ger steamer Douglas,will no au excurbut on in September and drive business acquaintedwith their virtues.
sion to Chicago, leaving Harrington’s
kt the utmost speed.
AROMATIC SPIRITS. This distilled
The members of last winter's dancing Dock at 8:30 o’clock p. m., and will return
liquid is • remedy for all kinds of pain, in
at 6 o’clcok Monday morning. Tickets
Our
readers
attention
Is
called
to
the
class with their freinds,will give a social
young and old, and is an instantrestorative
for round trip $2.0C, and good for four change of the time of running the steamer
at Macatatra Park Hotel next Thursday
for disorderedstomachs after a debauch.

Last Thursday, Mrs Zwicrs, aged 40^ give them

ing>

a full

house.

on short notice.

We

Prompt attention given to

work in Tin, Copper and

p

Sheet
R.

a great many of our citizenswill take followinghours: 8 a. m., 1:20 p. m.,
BALSAM LOCATELLI (Spijker Baladvantage of this opportunity. Come and 4 p. m.; and will return to the dock at sam.) This Balsam is a wonderful healer,
and works like a charm in all kinds of

what

at 8 o’clock.*

Mr. John Ver Schure who has been em V yourself and patronize the boat, and don’t
ployed in the

freight

house

and West Mich. Railway

12 m., 2:45 p. m.,

and 6

p.

m.

number

of

We

tRemcmber the date-

are pleased to announce that Robert

IPECAC TROCHES. The

Wave” in Lyceum

entitled “Life on the

Hall, last Wednesdayevening. The audi-

ence was not over large but appreciative.

ly received by troupes in this cty,

his long service at Washington, first elected

who

as Representative from this Congressional

and now on
second term as Senator,Mr. Ferry
Districtfor four terms,

his

feel

au

learner for

CHICAGO.

great and

McWade’s “ Rip Van Winkle Company " well-known speclfld remedy— Ipecac— for
years, has been promoted to the position fForlAtHoUand m jvTJ/7
croup, coughs and colds, influenza, etc.,
is to give an entertainmentat Lyceum
is the main feature of these Troches, and
of yard master in charge of both thedaj^ Mr. Editor:— Your correction of the
Hall one evening next week. This is a prepared in such a nice manner that they
and the night crew.
censure of our Senator, Hon. T. W. Ferry,
finer conipdny than can afford to come are craved for like Candy. The formula
for not attending to the interest Wf Holland
here for the amount of patronage general- ia on the box. See Phanmeopma NeerCapt. J. F. Linscott, the temperance
harbor, was timely and proper. During
landiea. — This is a excellent remedy for
evangeltlt, delivereda nautical lecture

H

& SONS.

wounds, cuts, bryises aud burns.

of tbo Chicago Iforget to tell your friends of the excursion,

for a

Iron.

RANTERS

evening. The H. F. Brower will convey days. This is a splendid chance of visit- H. F. Brower. The boat will hereafter It is taken from the Belgian Pharmacopcea,
The formula can be found on the bottles.
the party tylhe park, leaving Harrington's ihg Chicago and we have no fear but leave Harrington’s Dock promptly at the

Dock

ail

and

all

Tbo paaaenger ateamer

DOUGLAS

leave Holland for
hoarseness, and is highly recomended for
Chicago, trl weekly on
interest in having a better pubjic speakers.

class of entertainmentshere, should find

no excuse for refusingto give

will

8

toga tuck, Dougina, and

DR SCHOUTEN’S COUGH BALSAM.

it their

This is a valuable combinalioo of expec
has
torants and compounded in such a manner
support.
Those who heard the lecture, speak highly
always taken good care of our harbor inthat old and young pronounce it palatable.
at 8 o'clock p. tn.
of Capt. Linscott as an orator.
terests, and as soon as the river and harbor
In a recent issue of the Chicago Tribune In severe cases it Is recommendedto take
a few of Dr. Schouten’s ExpectorantPills,
For Information in regard to paaaage and height
Dr. R. B. Best and wife arrived home bill, now pending, was sent from the House we find the following: “ Another change
inquire at the alore of B. J. Harrington, or at the
at night before retiring.
last Friday from quite an extended tour to the Senate, an amendment was intro- of masters on the schooner Lincoln Dali
Oily Hotel.
R. A. SCH0UTEN, M. D., Proprietor.
through Canada. The Doctor will now duced, raising the amount for Holland has to be recorded. J. H. Dali takes the
settle as a

permanent resident

and can be found

of

Holland, harbor, from $4,000, to $10,000. It was place of William Disher. The next change
next to well known to his constituents during his will be duly recorded when it takes place,

at his old office

Meengs. He

the drug store Of D. R.

will service asg’epresentativein congress, that probablynext trip. The Liucoin Dali

occupy the residence on Ninth street for-

-

-

«•»>

The steamer Henry
a

-

F. Brower will rui

moonlightexcursion on Macatawa Baj

and Lake Michigan
rington’s

to night, leaving

dock at

8

o’clock

Har

than those of any other race of masters that it

district in the

State.

ago, while on

a

Some

twelve years

will

be

utterly im-

possible for either the schooners Joses or

- -

MICH,

n-tf

visit to Saugatuck, with Curiosityto attempt to gain the chain

Col. Wheeler and his party, who

went

to

Kremers & Bangs,

plonship pennant this season.”

make an inspection of the mouth of the

sham Kalamazoo river,

Religious services for to-morrow

Col. Stockbridge ex-

:

Bennie Gee’s Juvenile Band will accojn- pressed to me his surprise at the liberal ' Hope Church— Rev. D. Van Pelt, Pastor.
pany the excurslon/knd will mircfi through appropriationsHolland harbor was re- Services at 10:30 a. ra., and 8 o'clock p. m.
The services will be conducted by the
the principal streets previouam the depar- ceiving, while Saugatuck could get little
Theol. Student, B. Smite.
ture of the boat. Tickets, 25 60018. Don’t or nothing. I told him that perhaps I
First Ref. Church, (Church Edifice)—
fail to
'
could explain the difference,and called

go.

DRUGGISTS,

HOLLAND,

---

dealers in

-

Drugs, Medicines,

his attention to the fact that the south line
to the

merit

Services at 9:30 a. m.,

m.

p.

2 p.

of Mr. Ferry’s district ran

m., and 7:80

PAINTS, OILS, ETC.

In the evening the services will be

part.

GRAND HAVEN

Fire Department,to Macatawa Park yesterday, was largely attended

and we have

no doubt but what the excursion also
proved a success financially. Order prevailed throughoutthe day and the excursionists returned to their

evening

tired,

but

homes in

the

well pleased with the

sports and pleasures afforded by

Mr.

Z. G.

of coal

from

Winsor

Is

Buffalo,,

receiving 1,000 tons

E.

Terwilliger, Pastor. Morning, “Gen-

uine Church Prosperity.” Evening, “The
Profit of

Godliness.”

Compounded.

KEMER8 & BANGS.
Holland, Mich.,

DRY GOODS STORE
C.

-

De Roo, & Co., a few samples of “breaks” the Michigan Barrel Co’s lumber yard.
it is done by the HunAbout one o’clock last Monday night
garian process. ^Tbis process is to be used
a fire broke out in a house at the foot of
in the new flouring mill now in course of
Second street, and before assistancecould
construction at this place, and Judging
be obtained, the building was completely
from the samples, and the amount of madestroyed.Two women named Mrs. Mina
chinery it takes to do the work, theie is no
Baker, the occupant of the house, aged
reason why a first-classgrade of flour can
40, and Mrs Anderson, of Fruitport, aged
not be made.
60, were burned to death. Many views as
,

schr. R. Ranters is expected in this

to

the origin of the

port to-day, for a load of brush to be used nothing definite is

fire

are

afloat, but

known. As near as

Dealer

in

-

done. Coroner Grey was summoned
and
the bodies were taken to the dead
brush enough in this locality, but such
house
where an inquest was held. In the
is the progress our frugal, thrifty and indebris
$350 in gold and paper money was
dustrious citizens haye made, and the
former productsof wood, lumber, etc., of found tied up in a cloth and was only
this locality, have gi/en way to the more partially burned. The building belonged
substantialand long lasting ones of farm to Mrs. Capt. Wheeler and was valued at
complaints about there not being

wood

or

be

$250.

Sts.

Alao a very large and aaaortad atock of

DRY GOODS
Which we ntend to
embracing,a1l the

ble

keep aa complete at poaai
and beat made fabrica

I teat

Crockery, Stone & Glassware.
FARMERS' PRODUCE TAKEN IN
EXCHANGE.
C.

STEKETIE

ft

BOB.

M-ty

22, 1882.

ALBERS,

J.

This list includesonly such as seem to
be bona fide sales, quit claims, where the
consideration is very small, not given.

8th Street,

HOLLAND, MICH.

.

Robert W. Brown to Henry de Kline and wife,

Clocks which baye been iold for
* acres In a e * n w * «ec. 14-C-18. $1*0.
Harriet Bonton et. si. to Char lea Kahn, pt n e
a e V aec. 1&-8-15.$800.
John 0. Boat and wire to Dirk Van den Henval,
n w if a®c. lt-5-18.$230.
Fillmore Bird and wife to John C. Boat, e V n
If aee. ll-S-15. $800.
Francla A. Rich and wife to R. 1. Werkman et. al.

V

n

w

Bhlneaa Baldwin to Lney Baldwin

lot 17

$4, are

now for aale at $8. The entire atock on
band will be sold at that rate. Plated
ware, Spectacle!, etc., etc., will be sold at
coat for the next 60 days.

Jewelry, Watches,
filwna, fliMnn, mi futy

Hoods,

Oct.

15.

1881.

DON’T FAIL TO CALL

87-ly

ON

and 18,

to

would be at work screams lor help from the inside. Efforts
in south Chicago making good time on a were made to rescue the women but on
contract there. It seems Strange to hear account ot the dense smoke nothing could

BOS,

JEWELDY STORE

blk 1, Houktna addition to Spring Lake.
on the breakwater being constructedat can be learned the facts are as follows: Be1 have engaged the services of Mr. N.
NathanielV. Slaytonand wire to Johannea M.
H.
Reynolds, of Chicago, an expert
Lincoln Park, Chicago, by Messrs. R.( tween 12 and 1 o'clock Wm. Thielman, a
Albert, lot 275 Grand Haven.
Bitts and wift to Hendrick Wagenaar,2 mechanic, who will do the repairingof
Ranters & Sons, harbor contractorsof neighbor, heard cries and looking out saw Banaom
acre* In tec. 18-8—18. $85.
watches, so that our work can be warthfs city. /We learn from Mr. R. Ranters, a fir* and Immediately gave the alarm. Cornelia He/boer et. al. to Lambert Bronwer. end. ranted.
,w# "cthat the work at the Park is progressing He went to the house and found a little
85 — 5—14. $2,059.
Chrietoffel
Zwagennan
and
wife
to
Hendrikna All the Goods are warrantep
boy
about
three
years
old,
a
son
of
Mr%
finely, and if it were not for tbe difficulty
Wlnere n w fri Jf n w frl if eec. 1-5—14. $1,800.
which he experiencesin obtaining brush Baker, outside of the building and heard Lambert Brouwer and wife to Gerrlt J. Brouwer,
in sufficient quantity, he

&

Can now be found, not alone a complete atock
of Grocerloa.— ahraya of tha Freabeatand Bnreat,
but also all klnda or FarmerBBrodace,Brovlaloni,
Etc., Etc.

April 19th. 11-ly

firemen went to

week ending July

STEKETEE

1880.
REDUCTION
Otto Breyman GREAT
IN PRICES IN THE

,TpE steam fire engine Rix Robinson,

were shown one day last week by Grand Rapids last Monday to assist in ex
For the
J. DeRoo, of the firm of Walsh, tinguisbing a fire in and surrounding the

produce, fruit, etc.

GROCERY
~^AND~^

Holland. Oct. 12th,

Macatawa

(crushed wheal) as

1 The

by Prof. G.

Boer, of Grand Rapids.

D.

the hose cart, and fifteen

We

fully

vices will be conducted

Methodist Episcopal Church— Rev. M.

N. Y.

Jacobus De Spelder, said to lie the
oldest person in the city, was buried last
Tuesday. He was 85 years of age.

Park aud Bay.

Mr. C.

ITEMS.

NEW

on the corner of River ft Ninth

between Holland and Saugatuck. ^ol. Stockbridge conducted by Prof. G. E. Boer, of Grand
Having purchased the entire stock and
is the fact of his having recently closed a
Rapids.
said, be bad not thought of that, but that
“good
will” of T. E. Annis & Co., we
scries of engagements at Whitney’s Opera
First Ref. Church, (College Chapel)—
there must be something in it, and said he
House, Detroit, and Powers’ Opera House,
will endeavor to merit, by fair treatment
would stir up Mr. Upson, their represen- Services9:80 a. in. and 2 p. m. The
Grand Rapids, in both places giving exservices will be conducted by the Theol. and honest competition,a share of the
tative, about it. Since Mr. Ferry has been
cellent satisfaction.Borne critics proStudent, A. Huizenga.
in the Senate, none of our Lake Michigan
patronage of this public.
nounce his version of the play superior
Third Ref. Church— Rev. D. Broek, Pas
harbors can complain of any lack of atto that of Joseph Jefferson.
tor; services at 9:30, a. ra. and 2 p. m.
tention on bis
H. D. P.
Holland Christian Ref. Church— Ser- Physicians PrescriptionscareThe excursion given by the Iceland
vices at 9:30 a. m. and 2 p. ra. The serof Robert McWade as “Rip Van Winkle,”

THE

IN

\

A scFFiciRHTguaranteeas

Round Trip, $4.

Fare, $2.60;

3CH0UTEN & SCHEPERS,

the local interests of his district were now sorfar ahead in the championship
better cared for,

merly owned by Mr. W. H. Joslin.

is

PREPAKED by

«na..
Wetter-

Iota 18. IB, 90, f7. ». 28, 80; Harrington,
hof, and Kramer'aadd No. t, village of Barring-

tie

I will

just as

R. A.

RRAYMAN,

At the old place of L. T. Kanters.
An entirenew atock of

represented.

FANCY GOODS,

alto keep on hand a fall line of

SPECTACLES CIGARS and TOBACCOS.

Lot 14 bile 58 Holland, e jf lot b\k 58 Holland, and
other lands In Allegan connty.
JacobnaG. Hnltman to ElisabethHnlaman, trad,
if lota 8. 4, 5, 6, 7, add No. 1, villageof Harrington. $200.
Bleternella Jacobnseen to leaac Verwey, lot 8
blk 15 a w add Holland. $700.
Rnreell T. Cady and wife to Sarah Hathaway1>4
acre* In aec. 11-4-10.
examine oar
Tennis de Werd and wife to Albert de Werd e if trouble to show Goods.
lot 11 blk 48 Holland. $S50.
O.
Charles Crowther and wife to David E. Rote, land
Holland. Mich., Jan. 1,
In n e if aec. 4-5-10. $500.

—and a—

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
Come and

stock.

No

BREYMAN.
1881.

48-ly

Complete and well selected atock of
Photo, and Autograph

AXjBUAfflS
As cheap as the cheapest.
HotLiira, Mich., Feb.

9,

18M.

1-ly

AN OLD, OLD STORY*

hifl salary. It waa not too
what he had to do then.

BT E. T. OBAHAM.
Of aQ

the bonny bird* which spring
Oilla forth, with Urk and plorer,
Tbo sweetestwake In beds of thyme,
And fragrant fields of clover !

They mind me of a annny spot
Where apple boughs bent over
lad shook their laughing ehadows down.
To danoe among the clover !

Twaa

there, with drowsy hum, the beea,
Delighted, loved to hover,
Or droning through the perfumedair
Fell fast asleepin o.over!

much

for

The last reform in the position of executioner was enacted in 1840, when the
salary of the executioner of Paris was
lowered to 5,000 francs, the executioner
of Lyons received 4,000 francs, those of

Rouen and Toulouse 3,000
and the gang of less important
headsmen each 2,400 franca. It will be
seen that We are far from the time when
Bordeaux,
francs,

M. tjle

Pari r collected 50,006 francs for

Subsequently degradation was abandoned, because the sentence in itself was
understood to imply the stigma. It was
resumed in 1791 under the name of civil
degradation. The clause was thus worded: “The culprit shall be led to the
public place, where sit the tribunal that
passed sentence upon him. The clerk of
the court shall address him in these
words: ‘Your country has found you
guilty of an infamous act; the law and
the court strip you of your title of
French citizen.’ ”

was placed under his back. The
questionnaire held a horn in one hand,
and with the other ha poured water in
and obliged the criminal to swallow four
pints in question ordinaire and eight
pints in question extraordinaire.Death
was commonly the result of this torment.
Torture comprisedseveral graduated
torments inflicted upon a prisoner, either
to compel him to confess his crime or to
obtain the names of his accomplices.
While he was subjectedto these sufferings, a Judge, standing close to the torturer or questionnaire, called upon the
accused to state the truth, and wrote

have0 iflone. There exists
In olden times a culprit, no matter
however, by a species of judicial
sufferance,certain privilegesof free what his crime, was branded with
lodging and the like which eke the the fleur de lis on leg, arm, back, breast,
French Jack Ketch’s income out some cheek or even forehead. Afterward the
letter Y was branded on the shoulders
20 or 80 per cent.
However much he made, the old-time of those specially guilty of theft. Crimexecutioner earned it. The list of pun- inals sent to the galleys were branded
ishments he has at one time and another gaL, for galere. These marks were all
been called upon to inflictcannot be merged in the general one of T. F.,
read without a shudder. Decapitation standing for travaux forces, which were
is a punishment as old as the world. It used till branding was finally abolished
was the form of death privileged to by the law of April 28, 1832.*
the right, ^f
still,

Kot far away a tiny brook
Crept out from under cover
And, glancing slyly, wenta Its way,
With aongs for thyme and olover
farther on the waters grew
Into a dashing rover
Who wooed the lilies, tall and fair,
As ocoe he wooed the clpvhf. /

Till

an t bonny brook end scentedthyme,
A littlsmaid and lover
Dreamed out the sweetestdreams of life
With you, amid the olover,

A PASTORAL PICTURE—

trestle

down
of

his declarations, whence the

The earliest firefly of the year.

l

The cricket's voice, an Iterant tril\
Teases the silenceof th • h ;
The Htar* are cold and high to-night,
Aa vestalvirginsrolled In white.
i1

The darkness d**pena: overhead
Fragmeutaof do id are th u!y ipiead;
A met- or'* brlci aud ha efnl -tiMrk

name

question which was given to this tort-

Of hurrying fire luault*the dark.

sorts, either
definiteor preliminary. These two categories were subdivided into question or-

and

A disembodied pulf®.ht ‘kn*,
ff.eams,
Ab if beneath hi- reBt e» ray
Home ic-.au wave hed gone astray.
Lit l-y -oit. phoophorMceiii

A slow breeze wafts along f e rill
The mandate, of the whjipoorwill.
Whose note revengefulsee in a to be
H'.ftenedby mocking fantasy.

ure. Questioo was of two

dinaire

(NIGHT*)

AcroM tha dvkneM of the night
I w* a eleu/ter 1 bread cf 1 ghtT.lght that approach** *w|ft ami clear—

A ran lance of rare rfplend ir ijorn,
Like siime red mine e ot morn.
Fal ing from measured heights of «ky
i>u night’sblack breastt) thn.b ami aio.

extraordinaire. Through

the first it was sought to exact from the
accused the confessionof his guilt;*

PITH AND POINT.

through the accused it was endeavored
«ad year* have come and gone since then
to discover the accomplices who had
One of the trunk tossers — Jumbo.
And M love's young dream" it over;
A parricide had his fist amputated till
titled criminals. Common malefactors
helped him in the perpetrationof his
The brook still woos the lilies fair,
Head-line for the report of a club
were hanged, as were also disgraced 1791, when it was decreed that he should
But faded le the clover
crime. Torment carried to a certain banquet — A stuffed club.
nobles. Crucifixion was an ancient and be taken to execution with his face cov-+
limit constitutedquestionordinaire ; it
The front door mat is always ready to
crnel form of French punishment In ered with a black cloth. In 1810 ampuwas doubled in questionextraordinaire,
scrape a new acquaintance.
1127, by order of Louis the Fat, Ber- tation was resumed and continued till
which, as a rule, was only inflictedupon
Girls, like opportunities, are all the
NIm GWaetlfv Dutlmt on C*if>be{ and An tho’de, the murderer of Charles the 1832. Criminalscondemned for murder culprits previously sentenced to death.
Righteous, was crucified.Jews and and arson went to execution in a red
Torture -Chambeii-— .Tien t'oufteii
Yet there are people who regret the more to you after being embraced.
Soiling Oil — Keglcldca Torn Apart heretics were the chief victims of the shirt
It always saddens an old cow to look
“ good old times,— ^English paper.
cross. Burning at the stake was not
Mutilationwas a common form of anmad Murderers Crucified*
over the fence at an oleomargarine facThe profession of public executioner abolished in France till the seventeenth cient punishment There is scarcely a
tory.
The New Northwest.
nowadays, though invested with a sinis- century. Quartering was last inflicted single part of the body that has not
The poster plays a truly-neutral part
Far away in the Northwest, as far beon Damiens, the would-be assassin of been subjectedto a separate and special
ter interest quite natural to the ghastly
Louis
XV.,
in
1757.
It
consisted
in torture— the eyes, mouth, tongue, earsf yond St. Paul as St. Paul is beyond during a political campaign — it is alw ays
craft, possessesndne of the elemehts of
Chicago, stands Winnipeg, the capital on the fence.
romance which attached to it up to a tying the convict by the arms and legs teeth, arms, hands, feet aud heart have
to four horses, which were then driven been so many sources of suffering by tire of Manitoba, and the gateway of a new
Doctors and mackerel have this in
century or so ago. In France, for inin different directions until the victim and iron. Blindness, resorted to under realm about to jump from its present common : They are seldom caught out
ctance, in the olden time, the executionwas torn apart at the joints.
the first two races of French Kings, was state of trackless prairies,as yet almost of their schools.
er, or High Justice, as he was called,
Breaking
at the wheel was tying the inflictedby Princes upon high person- devoid of settlement, to the condition of
He who obevs with modesty appears
from 'the fact that only Supreme or
our most prosperous Western States. worthy some Jay or other o. being alSoyal Judges had/ the power to decree culprit on a wheel, breaking his limbe, brgs whose attacks they feared, but
Here, bounded on the south by Dakota lowed to command.
death, was a personage whose ways and and leaving him on the wheel until he whose lives they dared not take. Blindand
Montana, west by the Rocky mountexpired.
But
•• often happened that the ness was applied to Bernard, King of
duties were as fascinating as they were
The pi£ has sometimes been compared
ains, north and east by the great Peace
revolting. In Spain, from the earliest Judges ordered by a retentnm that he Italy, grandson of Charlemagne, and the
to a musical instrument. The corn-et
- his
— limbs
---Parliamentof Senlis, in 873, ordered river and the chain of lakes and rivers seems to hit his'ease.
Wima, the office of executionerwas her- should be strangled before
were
broken.
The
punishment
was
that the rebellious son of Charles the that stretch from Lake Amabasca to
editary by law. IirFrance the law was
A party who had just paid a big docWinnipeg, lies a vast extent of country,
created by custom. No one could asso- most frequentin France, and many inno- Bald should be deprived of his sight.
cent men sufferedby it; among others
estimated
to
contain
300,000,060
acres, tor’s bill says he would like to see high
A
red-hot
iron
passed
before
the
eyes
ciate frith' the children oFthe-headsnnm,
the unfortunate Galas. The wheel was until, to use Joinville’sexpression,thev or enough to make eight such States as heals go out of fashion.
who oonld learn no craft but that of their
abolished in 1789. Drowning was meted were cooked; a steel point which was Iowa or llliuois. Not all of it is fertile,
“It’s all a matter of taste,” as the boy
father. Sp rigidly waa this rule adhered
out to witches and sorcerers. Philippe plunged in the center of the organ; the it is true, yet it may be safely said that said when he preferred a piece of gingertofthAt when Charles Samson dibdileaving,
Augustus extended it to untitled people plucking out from the socket — such were two-thirds of it are availablefor settle- bread to a picture-book.
his oldest soiiy bnly 7 rears old, tje child
An Illinoisfarmer who plowed up a
had to stand beside his adult assistant who swore, and Charles YL to those the instruments and means resortedto meut aud cultivation.
In fact, the extent of available
____ ^
_______
two-gallon
jug abused
his oxen because
cn the scaffold and sanction his acts by guilty of sedition. After the reign of by justice and revenge, which in barbarLouis XL it was abolished.
ous ages were often confounded.
in these new countries is apt to be under- ' there was no whisky in it.
his presence. When the executioner Bad
Flaying alive was resorted to freely
The tongue has at aJ1 times been orac- estimated,for if the travelerdoes not
only daughters the husband of the eldest
She— “Why is it that when we were
for treason. The Constable of Armagnac ticed upon by th« law. Louis IX. or- see prairieswaist deep in the richest
cuooeeded his father-in-law, Ttjwaa only
lovers
you always got m.e a box at the
was thus put to death when he was cap- dered thal blasphemers should be grass, he is apt to set them down as
by, the complete extinction of A family
theater and covered the front with bouoat immunity from the horrible fealty tured. Impalement and stoning to marked on the brow, that their lips barren lands ; and if he crosses a marsh quets, but now yon buy seats in the
death was also in vogue in the early should be burned, and their tongue he at once stamps it as land too wet for
fc> death eonljbe secured;;
days. Under Francis I. the punish- pierced with red-hot iron. For this pun- cultivation.Those, however, who re- dress circle ?” He — “ At that time your
In the 4arly days in France- the execufather paid for your bonnets.”
tioner held his office by letterspatent ment of estrapade, which consistedin ishment he invented a round-shaped member the early days of Illinois aud
“ Have you had your ears pierced ? ”
letting the culprit fall from such a height iron, which the executioner applied to
Iowa have seen lauds then passed by as
dgfied by the King. He waa only nomasked a young lady of her chum, who
«a
to
break
his
limbs,
was
invented.
the
lips
of
the
culprit
after
heating
it.
worthless
swamps
now
held
at
high
inated after close inquiry into his person
Louis XIL, the “father of the peo- prices as the "best of meadow- lanii lived next door. "I should think so,”
and habits. When the appointmentof Boiling coiners in oil or water was not
abolished till 1791. The punishment of ple,” enacted that whoever uttered eight This is a land of rolling prairies and was the emshing reply, “hearing you
an executionerwas made but the paoers
sing every day.” There is now a great
were thrown on the table in the High la cale consisted in hoisting the victim blasphemies should have hie tongue table-lands, watered by navigable rivers
gulf of coldness between the two.
by
a pulley and letting him suddenly
torn out ; and Louis XIV. re-established and not devoid of timber.
Chancellor’soffice, and the new headsfall.
the
law.
“What will I do with my hens if they
Its climate is hardly such as one
man picked them up. He was then solIt is worth noticing that the Middle
Among
the
Huguenots
burned
alive
do
not lav?” Let them get into vour
would
select
for
a
lazy
emnly sworn to his duties. As a rule he
man’s paradise,
was not allowed to reside in town or city Ages provided a supreme protection on Jan. 21, 1635, in the presence of the for the winters are long and cold and the neighbors garden among the vegetables.
unless he took up his residence in the against death, even at the foot of the King, was a man named Antoine Poile, summers short and fiercelyhot, though If they do not lay, the neighW will
scaffold.The culprit might, if he succeedortnre. In ^artqin
attached j their shortness is in some measure com1
only troucom- probably lay for them. The
-boose of torture.
certuin localities
localitiesI 8canolar *ne culprit mignt.une succeed- whose tongue was pierced and attached
about that method is
he wares'livery, oonsiaiingiof a jacket ^ ^ slipping through the hands of his to his cheek with an iron pin. The in- i peusated for by the great length of
keepers, seek refuge in. a church, and fliction usually took place before
midsummer days. Nevertheless,it is a
out so soon.— 7Vxa<t
bearing the arms of the town and a ladhis person was sacred so long as church.
der on the breast, and a giblietembroiland where wheat and many other grains “ Have you any fresh eggs ?” “ Yes,
he abided therq. , ,The church was
dered on the back. In France the exeme amputation of the ear w*s a com- '> anJ.r0°i croP8 attain their fullest per- mum, plenty ; them with the hen on
Cutfoijer/6fftyTcifcy pi Pstls ^ftnkedjflrst,
fection, and is well fitted to be the home ’em.” “ With the hen on them ?” “ Yes,
h1
|
in the Middle Age, It
for there was an aristocracy evin nf the
was
practiced on the serf who displeased of a vigorous and healthy race. mum, we always put a hen on our fresh
ciently preservedif a woman consented
gibbet. The Headsmen bore the names
his master. Sauval gives the following Manitoba, of which we hear so much eggs to distinguish of ’em. Beg pardon,
to marry him, and a belief in the conof the places they seryed, being termed
account of it : “ The amputation of one now, is but the merest fraction of this mum, don’t think you understand. Hen,
tinuanoe of that form of salvation still
in public life and documents Monsieur
territory, and, lying to the southeast the letter ; not ’en, the bird. Hen for
exists among
many
ol
the
lower,
order
,
eftr
iaflicted on dishonest servanta
ai
de Paris, dq Rheims and ^>;on.
'
corner, is as yet the only part accessible noo-laid, mum. Take a dozen, mum ?
cut*PUMes
;
a
second
offense
cost
abroad.
by rail. * * * *
Thank you?”— PancA.
The office of executionerwa? endowed
There were almo3t numberless pnniehOver this vast region, and indeedtoll
Old Scotch gentleman sitting to a
with many pecuniary advantages. His ments not followed by death. Flagelthat lies between it and the Arctic ocean, Toronto car— a young lady enters, and
chief right wa y that pf kavte (from avoir, lation in public was not abolished till larceny was considerableit was the left
for two hundred years the Hudson Bay makes a rush for the topmost seat. The
ear which was cropped.”
fo hawi /jThis consisted of as
_ wafe
. ____a post
r ______
1789. Tito pillory
set up in
Company exercised territorial rights. car starts rather suddenly, the young
corn soid in the market as he could take L a public; place, wiifcre the offender frfis
The teeth were also within reach of
Till within a few years it was practically
lady lands on the old gentleman’s knee,
in his hands, and had been granted to exposed,
------^ to
‘ the
A' fusilade
* " of* the
’
chained,
the executioner. It was the wont to pull
help bin in obtaining provisions, which stone-throwing mob. ^Some pillories the teeth of Jews to make them give up unknown except aa a preserve qj fur- blushing and exclaiming, “Oh, beg
bearing animals; and prior to 1870 it your pardon.” OJdG.: “Diana menlie oenfli not easily procure otherwise, wore wooden cages, which revolved their money; and Louis XL, after the
people declining money from such hands upon a pivot Very heinous offenders death of Jacques d’ Armagnac,whom he was hard to find any information as to tion it, lassie ; I’d raythur hae ye settin’
lua. The executionercould employ were fastenedto the pillory by an iron i caused to be skinned alive, ordered that its material resources or its value. The ou my knee than stanuin’ on ceremony.”
company discouraged every attempt
assistants to collect his tax ; his right in collar. Bankruptcy,forgery, bigamy, his children should be taken to the BasA certain clerk to a Western village
that threatenedto interfere with the fur<nertain towns was exchanged for a yearly fraud, robbery of fruit, cheating at ; tille and have their teeth extracted.
recently made the following comment on
bearing
animals
or
the
Indians
who
av illewance of
'
cards, blasphemy and a hundred other Amputation of the feet was common as
Pocahontas. Said he : “Pocahoutas
trapped them ; still it became known
Hmy. other , privileges were attached incongruous offenses entitled a man to well as the hands. They were simply
was a great man ; Pocahontaswas a
I that some of this vast region was not
• lo the office. By an order of the Chate- be pilloried. The amende honorable chopped off with sword or ax, and the
utterly worthless for other purposes; kind-heartedman.” “Hold on !” cried
consistedof parading the victim in a stump plunged in boiling oil or cauterlet, dated 1530, the executioner bad a
his companion. “Pocahontas was a
I the soil looked deep and rich in many
/fight of taxation on fruit, grapes, nuts, cart through the streets, and wao fre- ized with an iron. These punishments
woman.” “She was, eh?” said he.
, places, and to the western part the bufbay, eggs and wool ; also a toll on the quently the prelnde to severe punish- were frequently inflictedon women.
“ Well, that’s just my luck. How am I
falo found a winter subsistence,for the
Pouring boiling oil on the feet was a
expected to know? I never read the
RataA-Popt, a tax on |>argeg, a sum for ment In the Middle Ages a husband
; snows were seldom deep, and in the pure
endhpktiettt sufferingfrom leprosy, a who suffered his wife to beat him waa common form of torture. Death was dry air and hot autmnnafsun the grass- Bible.”
mnde
to
ride
about
the
streets
on
a
caused
by
pouring
boiling
oil
into
the
Jnm on brooms, coals, oysters,fish,
“ How much do they charge to Austin
es, instead of withering,dried into nateakes of Epiphany, water-cresssellers, donkey, with his head toward the tail ears, the nostrils and the throat Molten ural hay. The early explorers, too, had foramoruing male?” asked a hungryand on stray pigs. ‘When one of his Cutting the table-cloth before whoever lead waa applied to the same purpose. ( brought back reports of noble rivers,of looking Irishman, who had just arrived
•ervadtscaptured a pig, he took it to the had committed ap act of cowardice waa One exfr.:utionerreceived a liberal re- j fertile prairies,of great beds of coal, of to town, of a gentleman who was leaning
Hotel Dieu, and either the head or a another usage of the same kind. This ward for inventing a crescent-shaped‘ belts of fine timber. But what cared against a post. They don’t charge me
knife, by means of which a criminal’s
anything for my mail; they hand it out
i the company for these? The rivers, it
heart might be ripped out so rapidly
to me every morning for nothing,” was
| is true, were valuable qs being the homes
that he hod not time to die under the
the reply. * “You don’t tell me so. Ain’t
i of the otter, the mink, and other furoperation.
fared .by pis bauds ; at first only .clothes uncle.
Austin a chape place to live and get fat
j bearing animals, and furnishedfish for
waist were given, him,
Degradation was a penalty which al’'Cases were common to 'which the | their employes, and highways for their in?’— Texas Siftings.
•TMitaaUy.lwobtlnitejdtl^pftole
preceded the ceremony of death.
victim had his lips lopped off one ‘canoes. For the rest they had no use.
In a few weeks after boxes for receivHi Certain cities the executionerlevied
degradationthe victim was ghom toby one, and being ripped open and dis- j At last, to 1879, seeing that they could ing mail were put-up to Augusta, Mo.,
rn Ux on women of loose life. The j£Uflly stripped of all earthly honors.
emboweled before the death stroke was no longer exclude the world from these at the corners of streets,a nice, pleasof Bain 'Martin ' gave him- five Thus, when Marshal de Birou was on
given.
fertile regions, the Hudson Bay Compa- ant old lady ou X. street accosted one
UDveB.iud lye pottles of wtoe for
scaffold the Chancellor of France
It would take a volnme to enumerate ny sold their territorialrights to panada, of the letter-carrierswith: “See here.
-•kAifion on thdMaiids; Other •monk- deprived him of his insignia of the
which now began to see its way to a rail- I haven't got no key, an’ I want one 1”
| the torturesthe devilish ingenuity of
fab organizations paid him a stated Order ol the Holy Ghost.
road across the continent, to link the “A key to what, madam?” asked the
yearly sum. He also received a snm of
colonies from Nova Scotia to British polite carrier. “Why, a key to that
iy from the state for each exeention.
Columbia. — Harper's Magazine,
postoffice box onto our corner ; all the
In 1721 all these privileges were al>ol- Thirty Knights of proved courage met to
neighbors get their mail regular, but I
In Brittany the sufferer was tied to an
ifihed, and he received a salary of 16,- Council, and suminoned to their presPaid A Bill.
iron chair and his legs brought by decan’t get mine outen that box. It is
DOQ livrcs, spedal, fees for executionsence the nobleman ebarged with felony,
A Detroit lawyer took in a new boy, locked l''— Detroit Post.
grees to contact with the fire. At Beoatmde of the city, and full expense A Km g or a hfirtld-at-arms pronounced
___ __ the horse, which consisted in
ala and, as he had suffered to some extent
•ancon
“Oh, doctor, do you think my little
treason, b! broken
mounting the victim on a log garnished j from the depredationsof the former one, darling will live?” inquired an anxious
IQi* carpcntor’s wa&also an
.
1,ot
with spikes, was to. use. Estrapade | he decided to tnr the new lad’s honesty mother of the family physicianwho had
aoaffolda
•poaffm Hit businesswaa to construct, degradationtook placA Two
Awu “"j
prevailed at Orleans. At Rouen the at once. He therefore placed 815 to called the seventh* time with his bill.
'repair
“nr am
ani keep
and in,^.
•
fc thumb, fingers and legs were crushed. bills under a weight on his desk and “Live! Why there isn’t anything the
•faents of tor$hr£ inf (rifler. Bis saftry
The boot was an instrument consist- walked out without a word. Upon his matter with him, is there?” “Well, no,
heralds and men-at-arms ; on the other
fAcfl. She
ing of four planks pierced with holes, return, half an honr later, the
not new ; but you know, doctor, there
stood tlie culprit, fully armed with his
AriMtffcfob&r'fflRswtkuts were either his
through which ropes were passed to were goqe and 75 cents to silver \md\ ar7s^ma!iychildren’s di^ases around!”
shield stuck on a spike t)efore him. He
owaaervairte or apprentices,who were
. ,
“Huh! U the child lakes after his
was then stripped of all his weapons iholdtW1 together. Between the two taken heir
fad and W.nrded. but not paid.
“Boy 1 when I stepped out to geta hther he’ll live when an honest man
fo
National Convention, h7
three
draft on London I left
under this ]
to death. Good morning.”
pieces ; his spun
a decree, isKuqd pn June 13. 1793, dewedges between the outer cues. Ordibroken ou a dung-lull : the King«atWe" Yes
—Neiv Maven Register.
nary torture included four wedges, but
i basin of hot water on hia
n\UXlt°rmren‘
orhotTater^ hTs ou .extra occasions eight wedges Were
tufaed to. every
departmen*'of
of't!:
the ren.°\I fnd 0nly 75 centa >"
dowo,
head, and priests sang the service of the
puWic. The salary of executionerswas
used. At any rate, the leg was reduced
Yes, BIT, but, you See, you naan t I This Is Uie manner ofthia great town
dead. The Judges, clad to mourning,
to fre paid bj the^tate. In tov. ns of then went to churcn, whether the cm- j to a pulp of riven flesh and muscle and been gone five minutes when a man From Eighth atreet up, the women are spurningII,
From Eighth atreet down, the men are earning It,
came m with a bill against you of 814.25,' Borrowing, buying, begging it, lending it.
splintered bone.
which the population did not exceed
Torture by water consisted in seating and I paid it. I guess the change is From Eighth atreot up, tba women are pending it;
, „
'Twill be the manner of tbla great town
the culprit on a stone stool after his sen- onrrecL
“ You— joa paid a
. 1 TO™
"pun ««U'. down.
50,000 to. 100, 00* inhabitants,4.000 On some occasions he was allowed to I tenco had been read to him. His wrists
Till
aPth
l/1**
r'lSZ'S?*
“Yes sir— there it is, all receipted.
livrea; and, lastly, the emoluments of ) outlive hi# infamy, as to the case of ; were attached behind his back to two
From tome atreet np, the women burning it.
The man said it had slipped your mind From
rings distant from each other. All
‘flie executionerof Paris were diminished ] Cap! Frange, a Gascon gentleman, who |,iron
,
tome atreet down, the men atlll earning it;
”
Father from ton, tt need be rending it,
tram 16,000 to IQ.OOO lirrea. His assist- had treacherouslysurrendered Fonta- th® corda8 then entwined round his limbs for the last four years, and so
He didn’t get any further before he That daughter and wife may atlU be spending it
were paid oh the same scale. Dur- ! robia to the Spaniards. He was de- 1
then Pu,Ued m,noh
From Eighth atreet upr from Eighth atreet down—
was
rushed for the stairs, and he isn’t to A nee-saw rhyme, and a •ee-aaifttown.
possible,
.and
when
the
body
of
the
suflog the Reign of Terror, however,
twever, a traded at Lyons to 1523 to the manner
—A. B. Watroxu in (ht Ctntury.
the law- business any more.
ferer could not be stretchedany more a
•pecial fee of $,000 francs was added to described, and afterwardset free.
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THE NOTGOROD TRAGEDY.

of

GREATEST DISCOVERY SINCE 1409

Kladneen.

would be ablewing and a kindneu to poor,
A RuMlaa Mutiny, and Hour It 1C
weak, nervoui, debilitated,Buffering humanitv,
if druggistswould stop selling the many
PanUtaed.
One neednot besarprised at anything purgative pillhand cathartic compoundsadvertised for the cure of liver complaint. Although
that happens in Rnssia. While smok- they afford temporary relief, they weaken the
ing a cigar with one of my old friends, digestive organs and compel a continuedand
who has seen, read and traveled a great increasinguse of the same. Sufferers from
deal, says a writer in a foreign journal, dyspepsiaand liver complaint do not need a
cathartic but should use some true medicinal
I was told of an incident which occurred
tonic that will strengthen the digestive organa
some forty years ago at Novgorod, quite and heal the diseased tlssnes of the stomafch,
as sinisteras that which recently oc- liver and bowels. A preparation of Yellow Dock,
curred at Smargon, when a population Sarsaparilla,Iron, Celery, Buchu and Calisaya
of raging madmen flung children dn to a has proven very efficacious as a permanent
strengthenerof the digestive organs. These
blazing tire, and reveled at the sight of
ingredients all enter into the composition of Dr.
the poor little bodies writhing like vine- Gnysott’s Yellow Dock and Sarsaparilla, a
stems upon the blazing coals. But in remedy highly recommended as a general health
the narrative I am about to relate there renewer. Ask your druggist to get it for you.

For coughs, colds, sore throat, bronchitis,

It

was no race hatred or religious passion
for a

motive.

The Colonel of a certain Russian regiment, ferociously tyrannical, and, I may
say, mercilesstoward his soldiers, was

human flock
like a pack of brutes. He disciplined
with the knout; sentencing men to
whipping for having one button insufficiently polished ; whipping a non-com-,
missioned officer for one stain on his
in the habit of treating this

striking veterans of Borodino in
the face for saluting too slowly ; sending

cloak

;

poor wretches to Siberia for giving too
free an answer. In short, during the
lapse of years, this Colonel had made himself so detested by his men that he
reaped a frightful vengeance from the
seeds of hatred he had sown.
One morning during parade he suddenly saw file off from the regiment a
company of soldiers bearing, instead of
muskets, those long rods which cut
deeply into the flesh at every blow.
Neverthelesshe had given no orders.
There was no soldier to chastise.
“

Who

is

A Remarkable Cow.

*

hejdemauded. »
advanced from the ranks

that for ?”

A Kentucky cow, raised on the farm
of Erastus Ellsworth, of East Windsor
Hill, has a remarkable record. On April
16, 1877, she gave birth to twins, one
male and one female ; and March 16,
1878, she gave birth to triplets, two
males and one female, making five calves
in eleven months and three days ; on
July 9, 1879, she gave birth to twins,
both males ; on Oct 7, 1880, she gave
birth to triplets,two males and one
female, making ten calves in three years,
five mouths and twenty-one days. The
calves have all been of good size, healthy
and handsome, and have all been raised
ou the farm.
Mr. Charley B. Chambers,of Xoma, O.i
writes : “I had many ailments.All the organs
of my body were m a weakened state— lungs,
kidneve, heart, nerves, etc. I doctored
for this and then for that. I tried bittern,they
failed. Dr. Guysott’a Yellow Dock aud Sarsaparilla helped me from the start. I am now as
strong and healthy as when I was a boy.”

attempted to aid

their
immediately seized, and

Colonel were
bayonets pointed

were taken

throats. Some
; others parroted.

at their

away

laryngitis and consumption in its etrly stages,
nothing equals Dr. Pierce’s “ Golden Medical
Discovery
It is also a great blood purifier
and strength restoreror tonic, and for liver
complaint and costivecondition of the bowels
it has no equal Bold by druggists.

A youno curate, having preached before his
vicar for the first tune, asked that worthy at
the close of the servicewhich passagein his
sermon he thought the best, to which the vicar
made reply : “Your passage from the vestry
to the pulpit was very fine ; bat commend me
to that from the pulpit to the vestry for downright heart-relieving effect”

WHAT’S SAVED

A correspondentfrom Boston writes
us to know what the word Nihilistis derived from. We are surprised that such

Siftings.

IS

GAINED.

Workingmen will economize by employing

_

Dr. Pierce's Medicines. His “ Pleasant Purgative Pellets” and “Golden Medical Discovery”
cleanse the blood and syitem, thus preventing
fevers and other serious diseases,and curing
all scrofulous aud other humors. Bold by drug-

gists.

_

_

^

There is nothing in this world more aggravatingthan to lose one sleeve-button.If a
man could lose both it would not be so painful.
But it is losingone that breaks his heart ; for, if
the design be unmatchable, ho knows he will
never be able to use it uuless he lose au arm !—

Puck.

-

%
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_

ciation, Buffalo, N.

_

Y.

cial

Advertiser,

THE ELIXIR OF YOUTH!

PERRY DAVIS’

Pain-Kite
A SAFE AND

REMEDY

Fears.

Iowa.
20,845
18,400
22,000
84,600
33,908
29,800
17,600
37,810
30,440

Illinoit.

27,715
1871 ............. 25,214
1872 ......... .... 27,711
187:1 .........
1874 ......... .... 80,122
1875 ......... .... 27,800
1870 .........

.....

14,17.1

18,757
25*800
21,604

MO

28,

23,800
80,000
22,000
41,

7M

1m

W0

33,178

86,000
33,877

811,049

293,083

82,

Bums
AKD
Scalds,
Toothactn

AND

26,643,961 bushels.

How

Old Age Wat. lleNtorcd to Youthful Vigor.
Geneva, Kane Co., Ill, Sept 20, 1881.

To the proprietorsof Burdock Blood Bitters,
Buffalo, N. Y.
'

&

Gentlemen— 1 purchased

bottle of your

Burdock Blood Bitters, and saw a ieq
informed of

its

brief history of

lest

to bo

Donaldson, of Merriwether, Ga., found
two rabbits, two squirrels, a nest of
squirrels and a swarm of bees, with nine
gallons of honey. He gave the most of

case. I was taken four years

JF.WFI.EKMSELL

naUon, addreea VALENTIN K BROS., JanoevilW,Wb.

4

DDRRSS

v...

It c

n

.

”l“l

II

INSTITUTK.
UUUp,t(,(jeld,MaM

since with paralysis, and my case was supposed

employed a physician until
I was able to sit up, when I concluded to
manage my own case, as I was so far advanced
in life it would only be possible to survive a
to

be hopeless. I

short time, being

now

ENGINES

tried

a little over 80 years of

many remedies,

_

fV»r
N .Y.

A. K.

400^

r\i B*4l 1$ IM
Ulaa-

THRESHERS:

aud, notwithstand-

FRAZER

’trat.it price llrt

__

.

1

_
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AXLE GREASE.

.

‘

Rrat In Hie World. Get (he crnulne. (tarry Ptii’UiiKt'line onr Trudi’-mitrk mid I*
aini-htMlKriixrr’a. MILD KVI.K V WIIBlHL.

THIS NEW
ELASTIC TRUSS
M|.

rfirfcn*, A MONTH-AGENTS WANTED— ftO best

1

relllncarticlesIn the world; 1 •aiaple/r**.
Addreea
Bronsou, Detroit, Mich.
I

iP/WlwtJ

Juy

Uio.

REED 8 SDNS’ PIANOS. )

A.

It hrld securely
day an* mint, and n regml ewe* areUM.y, durable and ehrap. Scot by *..1U Ctreata**.

Hernia

Ihe

C

It

Egototon Truss Co., Chicago;. IU*.

New UluitratedCatalogue*,1883, aent free. Special
pricee. Agenta wanted in even county. RKElPft
TEMPLE OT MUSIC. IBS State Si, Chicago.

NONEBUT THE

USE
1

HE CRT AT

fU

FAMILY

AGENTS! AGEVTS! AGENTS
GEN. DODGES’

bran’

!
book, inat |iw/VuAe«f,
entitled

new

THIRTY-THREE YHARS AMONG

formed, who gave him the

military

salute.
Not a reproach— not one useless word.
He only said to them :
“At 6 o’clock to-morrow morning the
regiment will assemble in undress uniform and without arms at the Tartar

\

Mknhman s Peptonized Beef

Tonic, the only
preparationof beef containingits entire nutri'iuu* prcjiertu'S. It contains blood-making,
force-geueutiug and life- sustainingprojiorties ; invaluable for indigestiou,
dyspepsia,
nervous prostration, and all forms of general
debility ; also, iu all enfeebled conditions,
whether result of exhaustion,nervous prostratiou, overwork or acute disease,particularly if

camp, upon the Little square. Order of resultingfrom pulmonarycomplaints. Casthe Czar.”
well, Hazara A Co., proprietors, New York.
Not a voice replied. But the next day Sold by druegists.
upon the narrow square, all in ranks,
Little Bobbie, who talks slang forthe whole
without arms, with their long gray coats, family, said to his father; '• There are fixed
their sergeants at their usual posts, all stars," aiu’t there, papa?”’ To which his father
the mutinous soldierswere there, in lines replied: “Yes, Boebie.'' Aud then the young
rascal asked: “ Are they all well nxed, papa?”
regular as if adjustedto a string, with a
double line of lance-bearing Cossacks
Eilebt's Daylight Liver Pills are a reliabefore and behind Then all at once ble remedy for biliousness,headache,constipafrom every far spire all the great bells tion and liver diseases, and are the best prebegan to toll. The Cossack horsemen ventive of fevers known. Sold by Druggists.
withdrew. Only the unarmed infantry, Ax Iowa Judge refused a woman a divorce
remaining upon the square, with folded l which she wanted becauseher husband kissed
arms, waiting. Then there came'a long, the pretty servant. He said she ought to be
low roll of drums, and with it from all tliauklul that her hunbaud had fouud a way to
keep a servant uul— Philadelphia Noes.
the avenues leading into the square came
volleys of grape like iron hail.
Thousandsof ladies cherish grateful rememThen nothing was heard for a while brances of the help derived from the use of
but the thunder of the cannon in that Lydia E. Piukham's VegetableCompound.
city, otherwise silent as a cemetery,

|

Similia eimilibus curantur. Like cures like.
Unfortunatelythis is very frequently tno case.
For instance, two people of differentsexes like
each other very much— so much, iu fact, that
they get mairied ; and then in a few mouths
they aie completelycured.— Judy.

when

men, women and children, kneeling before their holy images, were praying for
the soldiers they were shootingdown in
the square, for the soldiers were dying
with the prayers of their childhood upon
their lips. The cannon thundered for
hours. Then all was silent, Powder
and iron rested awhile, The cannoneers entered &0 square and recoiled at
the sight of those ranks of men mown
down Uke wheat — the marsh of blood.
From under the dead they pulled a few
still breathing victims, able to live a
while.

“What
eral

?

shall be done with them, GenShall we put them in the hos-

pital?”
“ Put them under the knoht”

The

Distinction.

A little 5-year-oldboy was being instructed in morals by his grandmother.
The old lady told mm that all such
terms as 14 by golly,” “by jingo,” “ by

thunder,”etc., were only little oaths,
and but little batter than other profanities. In fact, she said, he could tell a
profane oath by the prefix “by,” All
such were oaths.
“ Well, then, grandmother,”said the
little hopeful,“is 4by telegraph,’ which
I see in the papers, swearing?”
“ No,” said the old lady, “ that’s only
lying.”— /tome Sentinel

_

• “ Yod yon esk by der veek for dose rooms ?'’
he said to the Seabright hotel keeper. “ We
get yl'J a day for one person and t25 for two,”
said the Bomface. “So?-’ exclaimedthe applicant ; “ veil I doand dinks der seaside agrees
mil my families, und I go by der mountains,
anyhow."

ago 1 was stricken with calculus of the kidneys.
The best physicianscould do rao no good. I
used your Safe Kidney and Liver Cure and
every one was astonished at my complete aud
rapid
Thomas B. Lair.

recovery.

Arthur vetoed the Chinesebill because there
had to be somebody to do up AttorneyGeneral

ORIGIN.-.

OUR WILD INDIANS
NTH WANT

A. O.

NFTTl.KTON A

_

and

Biign.

Flies, roaches, ants, bedbugs,rats, mice, gophers, chipmunks cleared out by “ Bough on

Bate." 15c.’
Jesse James once thought seriously of going
through college,hut tho idea of howling around
nigtite, changing signs, disconuectiug telegraph
wires, aud greasing railroad tracks was ho repugnant that ho concluded to go West aud become a respectable highwayman.

Thousands of infants and children die at
this season of the year from Cholera Infantum
or summer complaint. This fearful disease can
bo cured by Dr. Wiuchell’aTeething Syrup,
which Lever fails to give Immediate relief, even
in the most severe cases. Hold by all Druggist*.

>

WV

An

English Bishop querulously remarked to
his servant that ho was dying. “ Well my
Lord," said tho good fellow, “you are going to
a better place." “John,’’repliedthe prolate,
with an air of conviction, “there’s no place like
old Euglaud 1”

dOSEJElft

X5

Knapp's Exl of Bools
For Making Root Beer.
A dellclouaaunimer drink. Druggist*,Root- Bret
Maker* and Ftmllle* will find thl* Extractthe bret and
cheapestIn the market.Put in bottle* at S6c, 60c, $1.00,
(3M, and hnlfjndgall,cans at $4 and $8each, wbleli
make respective lo, 25. »l, 200. 400 and » 0 gal*,nl b**r.
Bold by Dmgftila.Det>ot, 862 Hudaon St., New York.
MORRISON, PLUM MKR A CO., AgenU, Chicago.

CfoO

10
Good
ori7I,x®?»Iorfi*
Fine Black or Mixed,
12.
10

ft

Q>*.

10

hi

fb».

ft

«

v'^r

St,,

M.,!'.#. Box 1281.

FOIR

aamt Bee mm

rsg Btnrui,]

Steam im allow that grtat organs
\btcom» cloggti or torpid, and poitom
humor i art Uurtfort foretd Into Iht Atoed
that thouldht txptlltd
99

\

naturally.

1

'

CURB

WILL SURELY

[kidney diseases,
LIVER CONI PLAINTli

J

IriLia, oomriPATioif,ubdiabti
D1BEABU, FEMALE WEAKMEME*
AMD MEBVOde DIEOUDEUi,
by causing frtt action qf thtu organ) md\
*

WhyfrifhtnBdovordUordmd KMoeyET]
Why aadir* Btron orilek htadaehaul
i’nrsnn*’ Purgative Pills man* New
and will completelychange the blood In tba entire ayatem In three rnentna. Any neraonwho will taka on* pill
each night /nm 1 to 12 week* may be restoredto aotud
health. If aach a thing be possible.Sold everywhere,
ee
•ent by mall for 8 letter stamp*.
I. m. JOHKftON At CO., Boston, More*

GOODTO-NEWS

__

Bo*

HAM

Co., Import* re.
VBBKY HI., K*W Trek.

$25
Every Day
Gan
made
our
be eaaUy

with

Well Augers & Drills
We

One man and on* hone required.
only makers of the Tiffin WellBoring
kirlngand
an <f Rook
Rook-Drilling
-DrillingMachine.
Warranted the Bret .a Perth!
Many of our customer* make from SSOU M* a dey.
Eock’ond CircularsFREE. Addreea,
LOOMIS l NYMAN, TIFFIN, OHIO.
re the

concurrent teatlmcayof tb* public tad the
medical profeerton that HoMettor’aStomach Bitten Is a
medicine which aohJevM raralU apcedily fait, thorouch
and benlfn. Betide rectifying liver dlaorden.it Invigorate* the feeble, conquer* kidney and bladder complaint*, and hasten*the eonvaleacenoe
of thoee recover,
tng from enfeeblingdlseaaea.Moreover.U la the grand
Bpeclflc for (ever and ague.
It la the

IV”

For tale by all DruggicU

and Detlaragenerally.

AGENTS WANTED fOR THE

ICTORIAX*

P

HISTORYo^kWORLD

Embracingfull and antbentioaccount*of every n*.
Boa of ancient and modi rn tun**, and Includinga hi»
trey of the rte* and fall nf the Greek and Roman
Empires, the middle ages, the muaadra. tb* feudal ays.

672

“d

-

and la the
most eomplet* H.*tory of the World ever published
lend for apre*lmenp*gv«i
apeelmen pagve and extra Unxu to Anuta
XanoVAL Pusuag.xa Co, Chicago.Hi
It eoulain*

fine hlrtoriealengravings,

\

quart!
liqnld Fern, very Csmsi
tmad, for those tha! eannot readily prepare«.|
medicine. Also

i

in

HTlt act* with sqaai efficiencyIn either I
OET II OF YOUR DBUOaifT. PRICE, $

WELLS* X1CBABM0V A
|

(WU Mod

the dry

postpaid.)

Co.* Prep

BnUMVMU

INCREASE

of

MS.

r{joia in htalik.

put op la Err Yegetall*
cena one package of which makes ais

<44 pl*c*s,)

The Great American Tea
U

WIDNEY-WORTand

It la

Get up Club! tor our CILOBKATKD ft AS, and recur, a U.ullfal
“Heti Sen or Odd Bud Tu

oar owa ImporLilo*.
On*
th*re btaailfalT*a S.U ttv.a away
to ere |~ii) MMutas a Oak lur Its re. Bt war. of tb* *»«*U*«
* CHEAP TSAB ” lb at are Wing advartlred— lb«y are daagtree*
and it«tr1*i«eul
lo h**llb-*lnw yolaea. D»*l only with rrfUUs
Hon.*, and with flrel hand* If p....lU«. No bumlnu.

Bitter5

r*d

fenueriy Bangor, Me.

_

Teachers wanted. Ad'ss, with stamp for Application-form," Teachers’Ag’cy, Cincinnati, 0.

Tutoring thtir power to throw qf dluatt.

|

Why aifftrBillon pain aid achael
Why tormentedwith PIIh, Coutlpattaft]

U-A.DIES!

drinking.

Try the new brand, Bpring Tobacco.

for

Choice Black or mixed, for $3.

VtEls

boll?

r.

Even the cotton

inn,

the

in rst sunn.
WHY ARE WE?8ICK?|

M

In abundance.—
Million pound!
Imported laet year.— Prlcea lower
than ever.—Agent! wanted.— DouT
fiend for
waste tlme.-Bvuv*
.w. circular.

-

Camels are said to thrive in Arizona, where
they most create much astonishmenton account of being able to go so long without

are a nation of grit
is fall of “saaa.”

That Acta at

tsx

Preserve your harnesaby using Uncle Bain’s
Harness Oil, which closes the pores, keeps out
dust or dampness making 14 soft and pliable.
Bold by Harness Makers.

We

II EITflBB Liqi’ID OU DUT

I

.

we ship

THE ONLY MEPICIHE1

(

I

This is April; this is springtime in America,
and you want to lay in another ton of coal
and put up three base-burnersin ail the bedrooms. i

Horses, cattle,sheep and hogs are cored of
distemper,coughs, colds, fevers and most othev
diseases by Unde Barn’s Condition Powdsr,
Bold hy Druggists.

Wot

Employment for Ladles.

111.

To be sure of good weight— go to the barbershop baturday night. -

CO., Chloagu. IU.

Tlic Queen City Suspender Company of Cincinnatiare now manufacturing and introducing
their new Storking Huppurtere for Udlr* and
hlMrm,and their une<|iuledSkirtKu.p. nd.r*
for Uilles and want reliable lady agents to sell
them in every household.Our agenu every
(Where meet with ready successand make handseme salaries.Write at ome for terms and s*cure cadusive territory.Address
’ /* •
(jure* City 8n«pe*it»rCo., Unrlnnatl, Ok I*,
fcy* LeadingPhysicians recommend these Supporters.

The Howe Beales have all the latest improvements. It is true economy to bur the best.
Borden, Selleck A Co., Agents, Chicago,

$01 D BY ALL CROC f b
PEHN’A r)ALT MF’G.CO.PMt'

Thrillingwork oiiUellinil oilier.IO to I. and !» the tartcit
tfllhg bonk rvrr pnbli.bcd. A gent* average 10 to VO order*a
<lnu. C /'VOlh tlmiimnil injur*. 1: .cll«like wlld-flre.
Hr*trlaM A UK
Lit. Krehwir Territory
and Eitm Term* given. SrndforSjterinlCircular!to

Brewster’s rufiledshirts.
f'lie*

*

f V^rnkictNmTf DL

Uthe ormrlest chance ever offered to you. Introduction by
(JEN. HIIKUM AN. Thli .S’MjicrWjfItliMmlnl, hiitl rfnwund

“Everyone Wne

Astonished.
Newcastle, Ind., May 30, 1881.
H. H. Warner & Co: Sirs— About 3 years

m.

Ha* a Pad dllf.rln- from all othm,
rap*h.p*, with Mr.Adjwlfcg

!

murder of their chief.
The General gazed coldly upon those
pale men, all neatly and faultlesslyuni-

MV
Hmm

Knfllah VeterinarySurgeon and GhemUt.
travelingIn thie country, eaye that moat of the
and Cattla Powder* told here an wnrthleeatnah.
caya that Sherldnn’aCondition Powder* an abeolwlS'
pun and Immenielr valuable. Nothing on earth wfll
make bene lav Ilka Hnertd >n'a ConditionPowden. DeMt
ona tea*|H>onful U» one pint of food. Bold eT.rywben.eweent by mail (or 8 letter atampe. 1.8. JOUNttON
Bo*ton,Maas., formerly Bancor, Me.

himiUomr art nf CARD*
Babcock. Rocheiter,
r,AKD.— A itauiy.
'ollecton, Sc

LAY.

An

NEW AND HKGOND HAND.
AddreM IIAKKIM IKON
WOK KM, Titnivllls,Pa.

.

age. 1

MAKE HENS

At .V.*|.rnr«orUApip Wfinn
the Proapectui ot

"Plka'aPeak MineralCloafe"

Y0UN6

his attention to the bees.

effects.I thereforegive yon &

my

Hiadacbi
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

In cutting into a hollow tree into
which he had chased a rabbit, Riley

them, I found no
traa. TUK AULTMAN A TAYLOR OO.. Ma&afiald.a
permanent benefit until I used your Burdock
The principle upon which Putnam's Painless
Y-a AND NOT
I THAT
— 1 AKCT
ANY WATCH J-J WEAR OUT.
will WIND
Corn Exthactoracts i« entirely new. It does Blood Bitters, which I found to unit my case
CrvT T\ bv Watchmnktra^ By mall, 25 eta. Circular*
not sink deep into the flesh, thereby producing exactly, and I feel rejoicedto have found a
OwAJA/ FHEE. J. 8. BUICU A CO.. 38 Dey St.. N.Y>
soreness, but acts directly upon the external medicine of true worth and so full of life-giving
covering of the corn, separates it from the
Acont. ladf or gentlaprinciples.Its beneficial effects were manifest TIT ANTED— A aell-qualfiod
under layer, removes the direct pressure from
l V man, to repreaent our Company In thia town and
the part", and at once effectsa radical cure, from the first, and I now feel almost the vigor aurmundlng country. Buainetapermanent and extraoft
'. Ucloae alnmpTor terma.
withoutany pain or discomfort. Let thosewho of youth agaiu. Tnis is my cxperieucewith dlnary compenaation Insured.
MagnetonApplianceCo.. 318 State St.. ChJcefo, III
are suffering from corns, yet skepticalof treatyour Burdock Blood Bitters, to the merits of
ment! try it, and by the completenessof the
cure they will he ready to recommend Put- which I am very ready to give my testimony.

_

left since the

Bruists,

j

second and California third. Tho average crop per annum in Illinoisfor these
eleven years was 32,761,326 bushels;in
Iowa, 28,277,186 bushels; in California,

Only one soldier attempted to take part
with them. Then a sergeant, still pallid
from the effects of his last whipping with
the knout, put his musket to the soldier’s
temple and blew his brains out.
And all the regiment saw its Colonel
pass under the rods.
When it was all over they opened a nam's Painless Coni Extractor to others.
Yours respectfully,
kiln-oven. The Colonel was" flung into
D. H. Howard.
it, all bleeding, together with the oflicers
Arizona fashions for gentlemen vary
Sold by all Druggists.
who had well obeyed him. And when with the seasons. In summer the cosThe most unfortunateof women is the minthe furnace was well fed the soldiers tume is a belt aud a brace of pistols, and
ister’s wife. When he reads his sermons to her
heated it slowly, very slowly, until at in the fall an additional belt and brace of
after he has just completed writing them, there
last that hideous, heavy, revolting smell pistols,and in winter a Winchester rifle
is no congregationpresentwith new bonnets to
of melting fat and burning flesh arose slung over the shoulder.—Breckenridge draw her attention away from his words.
in the air which the savages of the News.
Cub It In.
Russian frontier inhaled some days ago
Visible Improvement.
Jacob
Loeckman,
274 Clinton street Buffalo,
at a Jewish cemetery at Smargon.
Mr. Noah Bates, Elmira, N. Y., writes
N. Y.. says he has been using Thomas’ EcleoBut the tragedy of Novgorod was not “About four years ago 1 had an attack of
TRic Oil for rheumatism.He had such a lame
yet over
bilious fever, and never fully recovered. My
back that he could do nothing ; but one bottle
An imperial courier bore to the Czar digestive organs were weakeued and I would be entirely cured him.
completely prostratedfor days. After using
the news of the mutiny. Nicholas
two bottles of your Burdock Blood Bitters the
“ Guilty or not guilty?" asked a Dutch Justlistened,became white, but said nothing, improvement was so visible that I was astonice of a prisoner. “ Net guilty.” “ Den what
except to prder four batteries of artillery ished. I can now, though 61 years of age, do
you waut here? Go about your bizuess.”
to Novgorod. Ten days after a white- a fair and reasonableday’s work.'' Price, 81.

haired and gray mustached Major
General, accompanied by a single aidde-camp, knocked at the door of the
barracks, which the soldiers had never

AND

ll

Tho above totals show that iu the total amount of wheat raised iu the period
designated Illinoisleads, Iowa stands

ing the perseveringuse of

A New Principle*

SUH

FOft

the eleven years ending with 1880, expressed in thousands of bushels :

Total... ....300,394

Don’t you think I have a good face for the
stage ?” asked a young lady with histrionic aspirations.“I don’t know about the stage,”
replied her gallant comnanion, “ but you have
a lovely face for a ’bus ! '—Ntic York Commer"

— —

The Chief Wheat-RaisingState.
According to the census reports of
1860, 1870 and 1880 Hlinois outranks
every other State in the Union in the
amount of wheat raised. According to
the reports of the United States Com
missioner of Agriculture, during the
eleven years beginning with 1870 and
including 1880, Illinois took the first
rank in quantity of wheat raised in 1870,
1871, 1879 and 1880. California led in
’72, ’76 and 78, and Iowa in ’73, 74, 75
and 77. Hlinois held the second place
every time that she was not first,except
in 1877, when Minnesota led, and in 1878,
when Indiana waff second. The following table, carefullycompiled from the
reports of the United States Commissioner of Agriculture, shows the wheat
crops of Illinois, Iowa and California for

..... 33,000
Youno, middle-aged or old men, suffering IS:::::::;:
1878 .........
from nervous debilityor kindred affections 1870 ......... .... 44,896
should addroso. with "two stamps for large 1880 ........ .... CO, 958
t'eatise,Worlds Dispensary Medical Asso-

liver,

A grenadier
and replied, with terrible coolness :
ignorance should exist in such a town as
“ For thee 1”
The entire regiment, non-commis- Boston. The Russian assassins are
sioned officers and soldiers,where in the called Nihilistsfrom the River Nile.
plot, which had been concocted in the They are dirty, like the water of the
barracks. The whole regiment was pre- Nile, and have sudden uprisings. Like
sent at the terrible spectacle. The the Nile, their sources are unknown.
Colonel was seized, his^uniformtorn off, Nobody knows where their head is, aud
he was tied down in a wheelbarrow and it is not healthy to try and find out. If
wheeled up and down before the ranks you do not think this is the right answer
of the grenadiers, armed with rods, all you had better hunt up a Nihilist and
make him te'l you all he knows. — Texa#
of whom struck and insulted him. The
•officers who

w

1

YOUR CAPITAL.

SIO

Invertor* of small tnd medftaKv
amount! In Grain, Primaium ani
Blocks as folly protected ae race*
.

$20
WHEAT

extensive and influentialop«ra*©m
Our snccessful, fully trted.oid-eetatttabed plan. Try It

and past record. rtwaL
Invlde&dspaid
paid<dartnc part tterteeti•
circulars

$50
STOCKS

$ioo

g-t
ths

on tbia
Add:

,

& 143
_ torel agent ha «
every town. Excellent usdne^
ments. Good pay to a respanstle. euterpriaiuu man. Write for.'
terms.
,

i

WAITS MOXXTr Tsaormawt*.
Pyre «ui i Uiwum aWiUfU,
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WUK.Y WU1T1XG TO ADVKKTIS
»v plensr eay you saw the adv
Ivert
in tbU paper.

T
For increasing the physical and mental
strength, and

augmentingthe

HALL’S

faculty of

Brown’s Iron

ns

Bitters.

_

This space is reserved for the Woman
Christian Temperance Union.

W. &

t. Union.
Had

The

flatarrh (jure
Recommended by Physlolangf

Is

SI

Dog.

A mad dog roams the

street. Children

up and down. They are warned.

are going

OO

case, and

REWA&B
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Minneapolis and St. Paul. It eonnocta in Union
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the Atlantic and the PacificOceans. Ita equipment is unrivaled and magnificent,being composed
of Most Comfortable and Beautiful Day Coaches,
Magnificent Horton Reclining Chair Cain, Pullman's Prettiest Palace Sleeping Cara, and the Best
Lino of Dining Cara in the World. Three Trains
between Chicago and Missouri River Points. Two
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BROWN’S IRON BITTERS are
a certain cure for all diseases

CORD

requiring a complete tonic; espeGeo. Dodge, Sr.,

a

well-known citizenof

Emporium writes that one of his men
(Sam Lewis) whilst working in the woods
so severely sprained his ankle that he
could scarcely get home, but after one or
two applications of Thomas’ Eclectrlc Oil,

cially Indigestion,Dyspepsia, Intermittent Fevers, Want of Appetite,
Loss of Strength, Lock of Energy,
etc. Enriches the blood, strength-

ens the muscles, and gives new
life to the nerves. Acts like a
charm on the digestive organs,
removing all dyspeptic symptoms,

he was able to go to work next day.

such as tasting the food, Belching,
Heat in the Stomach, Heartburn,

Throw up

etc. The only Iron Preparation
that will not blacken the teeth or
give headache. Sold by all Drug-
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nervous and general debility,they are too

do

Take Burdock Blood Bitters the
unfailing remedy. Price $1.00, trial size
it.
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most EconomicalHair
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IlircslM Ctlipe.
A sew and .media fly fragrant aad luting perfume.
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and rich perfume.

with dyspepsia, Indigestionor constipation

GINGERTONIC

having satiated his appetite with a
delicious banquet and all the luxuries of

A Pan fiaily Medicina that Never Intoxicates.

after

the

season. Burdock Blood

positive cure for these

Bitters are a

and

all other

disorders of the stomach. Price $1.00, trial
size 10 cents.

The reason why women everywhere use
Parker's Ginger Tonic

have learned by

is,

because they

experience

— the

best

guide— that this excellentmedicine overcomes despondency,periodicalheadache,
indigestion, pain in the back and kidneys

If yon are a mechanic or farmer, worn out with
overwork,or a mother run down bv family or household duties try PaaiCBii's Gikobk Tonic.

you are a lawyer,minister or businessman
haustedby mental strain or anxious cares do
take intoxicatingstimulants,but use ParkII’b
Gingkr ToniC.
If

If yon have Dyspepsia. Rheumatism, Kidney or
Urinary Complaints,or if you are troubled with any
disorder ofthelunes.
stomach bowels. Wood or nerves
you can be cured by PAMiKk's Gingkk Tonic.

von are wasting away from age, dissipation or
weakness and require a stimulant take
Gingii Tonic at once : it will invigorateand build
you up from the first dose but will never intoxicate.
It has saved hundreds of lives it may save yours.
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For which we solicit a share of thegtrade.
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onr ability, and by prompt attentionand
fair treatment endeavor to merit our
share of the patronage of the people of
this city and vicinity.
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A Cure Guaranteed.
W cat’s Nerve and Brain Treatment : a
Hysteria, Dlwlnesa,Convulsions, Nervous Headache,Mental Depression, Loss of MemDr. E. C.
specific for

ory. Spermatorrhoea,Impotency,Involuntary
Emissions. PrematureOld Age, caused by over-exertion, self abnse, or over-indnlgence, wh cb leads
to misery, decay and death. One box will cure reWE will pay the above reward for any case of cent cases. Each box contains one month s treatLiver Complaint,Dyspepala,Sick Headache, Isdl- ment. One dollar a box, six boxes for five dollars;
geatlon, Constipationor Costlvenesswe cannot sent by mall prepaid on receiptof price.
/tnra with
urlth Wears
Waa 'a Vegetable
VArvafaKlA Liver
I.TviirPilla,
’Pills
thp
cure
when the
Wegnarantee sixboxesto cure any case. With
each order received by us for six boxes, acorn£,
panic d with five dollars, we will send the purt|0fK 8ngar Coated. Large boxes,1 containing80 chaser our written guarantee to return the money
*- por ga|e
Pilla, n.
85 —
cents.
-----by all Druggists.
_____ Beif the treatmentdoes not effect a cure. Guaranware of connterieits
elts and imitations. The
Thegennlne
genuine tees issued only when the treatmentis ordered
msnufactnred only by JOHN C. WEST A CO.. direct from us. Address JOHN C. WBbT A CO..
"The Pill Mskers," 181 A 183 W. Madison 8t. Sole Proprietors.181 A 188 W. Madison St.. ChicaChicago. Free trial package sent by mall pie go, III. Sold by D. R. Meenge,Holland, M!ch.88-ly
f
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